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Abstract 

Water Oxidation by the All-Inorganic Homogeneous Catalyst 

[Co4(H2O)2(α-PW9O34)2]
10−

: System Optimization, Stability 

Considerations, and Kinetic Analysis 
 

By James W. Vickers 

Since the initial report of homogeneous water oxidation activity from the 

polyoxometalate complex [Co4(H2O)2(α-PW9O34)2]
10−

 (Co4PPOM) in 2010 it has been 

cited over 500 times, with studies examining its activity in a wide variety of systems 

under various conditions. Immediately following this publication, we show incorporation 

of the complex into a light-driven system where it maintains its activity and produces a 

turnover frequency several times faster than other homogeneous water oxidation catalysis 

(WOC) complexes to date under optimized conditions. Although this study reported 

several control experiments, supplemental to the seven in its initial report, work 

examining this catalyst in different systems suggested that the complex was not 

responsible for the WOC activity observed, but that this activity was instead derived from 

dissociation or decomposition products of the parent structure. Here we developed a 

series of experiments providing strong evidence that under the conditions initially 

reported for water oxidation using Co4PPOM it functions as a molecular catalyst, not a 

precursor for cobalt oxide (CoOx). Specifically, we quantify the amount of Co
2+

(aq) 

released from Co4PPOM by two methods, cathodic adsorptive stripping voltammetry 

and inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometry, and show that this amount of cobalt – 

whatever speciation state it may exist in – cannot account for the observed water 

oxidation. We document that water oxidation catalyzed by Co4PPOM, Co
2+

(aq), and 

CoOx have different dependences on buffers, pH, and WOC concentration. Extraction of 

Co4PPOM, but not Co
2+

(aq) or CoOx into toluene from water, and other experiments 

further confirm that Co4PPOM is the dominant WOC. However, problems persist in 

studying some of the most basic aspects of WOCs including acquisition of satisfactory 

early-reaction-time kinetics and rapid quantification of O2 formation. To this end, two 

new methods for evaluating homogeneous WOCs by reaction with a stoichiometric 

oxidant are presented which eliminate problems of incomplete fast mixing and O2 

measurement response time. These methods generate early-reaction-time kinetics that 

have previously been unavailable, and the data they produce is used to develop and 

evaluate mechanistic aspects of WOCs.  
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1.1 Motivation – Earth in trouble 

We are swiftly approaching a point where our global energy demands outweigh 

conventional production. There are many scientific models which point to the need to 

rapidly develop an energy economy based on renewable sources.
1-3

 The problem with our 

current petroleum-based energy usage is two-fold. On the one hand petroleum fuels are 

becoming increasingly scarce as it took millions of years to create the reserves that we 

are rapidly depleting. If we continue to consume these fuels at our current rate we will 

shortly run out of them.
4-6

 On the other hand, the more pressing question is not how much 

of these energy reserves remain, but the effect that extracting and consuming them will 

have on the planet. The consumption of petroleum fuels is having a massive effect on the 

global climate, largely due to production of the greenhouse gas CO2. Scientific models 

suggest that unless there is a major shift in CO2 production within this century, there will 

be irreversible damage to the Earth’s climate.
1-6

 

Exacerbating the situation, governments refuse to take meaningful action to 

mitigate this problem either through the implementation of policy or to properly fund 

efforts to produce a sustainable fuel source. For example, the United States allocates only 

3% of its annual budget for energy and environment while spending well more than half 

on the military, making it not only the nation that spends the most on defense, but spends 

more than the next ten countries combined(Figure 1-1).
7
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Figure 1-1. United States of America president’s proposed discretionary spending for the 

2015 fiscal year.
8
 

 

Various alternative energy sources are being explored as potential replacements to 

our current energy infrastructure including biomass, wind, hydro-thermal, and solar. One 

thing that each of these sources share is that the energy they provide is ultimately derived 

from the sun. Plants burned as biomass power their growth with sunlight, the winds move 

from temperature gradients produced from the sun’s heat, and photovoltaics capture 

certain wavelengths of the sun’s radiant energy directly. Only solar energy and nuclear 

energy have the capabilities to meet our high usage demands. Even so, nuclear energy has 

several shortcomings which will prevent it from being adopted on a global scale. Aside 

from public distrust, there is no way of disposing of the waste from these reactors. Finally 

nuclear fission is widely thought to be unobtainable in the near future due to a number of 
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scientific and engineering challenges.
9-12

 Thus the only seemingly viable option for a 

global scale renewable source of energy involves capture and transformation of solar 

energy.
13,14

 

 Sunlight offers very promising potential as a global energy source. A tremendous 

amount of sunlight that reaches the Earth’s surface. While the current global energy 

demand is approximately 16 TW, well over 100 TW arrives as harvestable light.
15-17

 Thus 

the problem lies not in the availability of energy, but in harnessing and storing sunlight 

energy in a useful form. While photovoltaics are convenient, they must be coupled with 

an energy storage system since the sun is an intermittent power source. There have been 

recent efforts to promote batteries as energy storage systems, however, batteries are 

expensive, must be charged, wear out over time, and lack the energy density to power 

large boats or planes.
18

 The alternative is to store solar energy in chemical bonds, i.e. as a 

fuel. There are two general pathways to store energy in chemical bonds: the reduction of 

water to hydrogen gas (Equation 1-1) where the hydrogen can be consumed by burning 

or as a feedstock directly for industrial processes, or the reduction of carbon dioxide into 

a fuel such as methane or methanol (Equations 1-2, 1-3). Hydrogen gas is a promising 

fuel in that it produces only water as a waste product from its combustion. However, 

many challenges remain in procuring and distributing the large quantities of hydrogen 

that would be required to support our growing global needs. There are known catalytic 

cycles for the production of H2 but all fall short of being applicable on a large scale.
19
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Scheme 1-1. Solar fuel production overview where the capture of light results in a 

charge-separated excited state. Electrons are funneled towards the reduction side where a 

catalyst reduces protons to water or CO2 to methane or methanol, and holes are funneled 

towards a water oxidation catalyst that oxidizes water to dioxygen.  

 

 Several examples of complete water splitting systems powered by visible light 

and free of an external driving force have been reported which largely rely on 

semiconductors. Known systems include those based on amorphous silicon,
20,21

  II-V 

semiconductors,
22

 dye-sensitized solar cells,
23

 among others.
24-27

  The efficientreduction 

of carbon dioxide is often referred to as the holy grail of artificial photosynthesis, as it is 

also part of a carbon neutral cycle and the fuels produced are easier to store than 

hydrogen. To date, no complete system for CO2 reduction by visible light has been 

reported, but a few systems employing UV light have.
28-32

 The low potentials for CO2 

reduction are misleading as they do not reflect the kinetic concerns associated with 

multiple proton-coupled-electron-transfer events, as such, much work still remains before 

such processes are applicable on a global scale. One feature these two distinct fuel-

production possibilities share is that they both require an oxidation process to complete 

the photosynthetic cycle, namely, the oxidation of water into dioxygen (Equation 1-4). 

This process has been identified as a bottleneck for a sustainable energy system requiring 

its own catalyst. Coupling of Equations 1-1 and 1-4 plus sunlight results in Equation 1-
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5 and constitutes the complete cycle referred to as water splitting. An overview of a 

complete cycle is presented in Scheme 1-1. 

2 H
+
  +  2 e

-
     H2     E

0
 = 0.00 V    (1-1) 

CO2  +  8 H
+
 + 8 e

-
    CH4  +  2 H2O        E

0
 = -0.24 V   (1-2) 

CO2  +  6 H
+
  +  6 e

-
    CH3OH  +  H2O  E

0
 = -0.38 V   (1-3) 

H2O    2 H
+
  +  ½ O2  +  2 e

-
   E

0
 = 1.23 + 0.059 V/pH  (1-4) 

H2O + sunlight  H2 + ½ O2        (1-5) 

 

1.2 Water oxidation considerations 

Water oxidation catalysts (WOCs) are generally classified as either homogeneous or 

heterogeneous, each having their own advantages and disadvantages. Both areas 

constitute active fields of research. Heterogeneous catalysts are predominantly more 

stable and are cheaper and easier to produce in large quantities. However, this comes at 

the cost of being less selective, and slower on a per atom basis. Homogeneous catalysts 

tend to be faster, with higher selectivity and perhaps most importantly, can be studied far 

more easily. The ease of quantitative investigation for soluble homogeneous catalysts 

includes elucidation of their geometric and electronic structures as well as their turnover 

mechanism. Such detailed molecular-level information leads to more rational 

optimization of turnover rates, interface chemistry with photosensitizers and stability. 

For a homogeneous WOC to be effective it must satisfy several conditions. The 

catalyst must be able to accumulate four oxidizing equivalents and do so with redox 
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leveling. Most redox processes in organic synthesis and biology are one or two-electron 

processes. Processes involving more than two electrons are rare, but among the outliers 

are photosynthetic water oxidation catalyzed by the oxygen-evolving center (OEC) in 

Photosystem II (PSII), a four-electron process,
33-39

 and nitrogen reduction to ammonia, a 

six-electron process.
40-42

 Redox leveling describes multi-electron processes that proceed 

over a narrow potential range. In other words, the initial and successive redox events, all 

of which are needed for the net transformation, take place at closely spaced potentials. 

Redox leveling is facilitated most prominently in systems that involve coupling of proton 

transfer events to electron transfer events. Using the four-electron oxidation of water by 

the OEC as an example, as each successive electron is removed from the Mn4CaO4 

catalytic core, a proton is also removed to counteract the increase in charge induced by 

the oxidation. Neutralization of the charge is crucial to keep the energy low. In general, 

the overall charge on a redox active structure is a major determinant of the ground and 

excited state potentials of that structure,
43

 and without proton-coupled electron transfer 

(PCET) or some other mechanism to neutralize accumulating charge, the energies for the 

subsequent electron transfers increase dramatically. This largely precludes energetically 

facile catalysis of most multi-electron transfer events. The central importance of PCET in 

multi-electron transfer processes, and in particular the catalysis of such reactions, has 

been one factor in the popularity of this topic in recent years. There have been numerous 

recent experimental
44-51

 and theoretical
52-56

 studies on PCET, and this phenomenon has 

been addressed in regard to POM systems.
57

   

Another requirement in context with artificial photosynthesis is that the WOC must 

be amenable to interfacing with a photosensitizer without sacrificing any of the other 
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essential attributes noted above.  Additionally, in order to be practical given the projected 

costs and the potential global scale of solar fuel production, the WOC must be 

inexpensive to make in bulk.  This demands that the WOC and other components be 

devoid of rare and expensive elements.   

While it is known that the only transition metal utilized by PSII to perform its water 

oxidation is Mn, synthetic WOCs frequently employ other metals in its place, most 

successfully Ru and Co. The first active molecular catalyst for water oxidation was 

published by Meyer et al.
58

 about 30 years ago and the only transition metal it contains is 

ruthenium. His “blue dimer”, [(bpy)2(H2O)RuORu(H2O)(bpy)2]
4+

 (bpy = 2,2’-

bipyridine), bears little to no resemblance to the OEC and undergoes rapid deactivation,  

however, this work was seminal in establishing the field of synthetic, molecular WOCs. 

In order to thoroughly study WOCs without the complications of evaluating the 

performance of a larger device, the water oxidation reaction is commonly examined by its 

half reaction (Equation 1-4), with sacrificial reagents serving to mimic the reduction 

reactions necessary to complete the oxidative cycle. Generally there are three types of 

synthetic water oxidation systems. One class, referred to as “dark” systems makes use of 

a sacrificial oxidant (Ox) which is consumed during the course of the reaction. The 

oxidant is used to oxidize the WOC which in turn oxidizes water molecules (Figure 1-

2a). Common oxidants include [Ru(bpy)3]
3+

 (tris(2,2’-bipyridyl)triperchlororuthenium(III)) 

and Ce(IV). Another class referred to as “light-driven” systems employs a photosensitiser 

(PS) which is able to capture photons to create a charge separated excited state PS
* 

(Figure 1-2b). The excited PS
*
 which is typically the triplet metal-to-ligand charge 
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transfer (LMCT) excited state of [Ru(bpy)3]
2+

 or a derivative thereof, is then quenched by 

a sacrificial electron acceptor (A), frequently sodium persulfate (Na2S2O8), which  

 

 

Figure 1-2. Synthetic water oxidation systems (a) “dark” system with sacrificial oxidant 

(Ox) consumed during reaction. (b) “light-driven” system with (PS) to capture photons 

and create excited state PS
* 

quenched by a sacrificial electron acceptor (A), oxidizing the 

PS
*
 by one electron to PS

+
, oxidizes the WOC. An electrochemical system with (c) 

heterogeneous catalyst. (d) catalyst connected by linker. (e) homogenenous catalyst. 

 

oxidizes the PS
*
 by one electron to PS

+
. Then as in the dark system, the PS

+ 
oxidizes the 

WOC, which in turn oxidizes water molecules. The PS may simply interact with the 

catalyst electrostally, be attached to the WOC by a linker group to create a 

supramolecular or dyadic WOC (Figure 1-2d), or as in the case of the blue dimer, the PS 

may also be the WOC. These two classes generally fall into the wider category of multi-

component homogeneous systems. The third class called electrochemical or 

photoelectrochemical (PEC) systems include a diverse group of catalytic systems. The 

catalyst may be a heterogeneous metal oxide directly deposited on the surface of the 
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working electrode (Figure 1-2c), a molecular catalyst connected to the electrode by a 

linker or contained in a porous matrix (Figure 1-2d), or a homogeneous molecular 

catalyst that is freely diffusing in solution (Figure 1-2e). The commonality of these 

systems is that instead of requiring a sacrificial electron acceptor or oxidant, the electrons 

flow due to an applied bias from the working electrode, oxidizing the catalyst, which in 

turn oxidizes water molecules. In PEC systems, the working electrode is a photoanode 

such as TiO2 or α-Fe2O3 where the absorption of photons generates a photocurrent. This 

current is often not sufficient to drive the system alone and a bias must be applied. 

Additionally, a PS may be complexed with a WOC deposited on the electrode surface to 

facilitate electron flow and thus redox processes. 

 

1.3 General POM background 

POMs are early transition metal oxygen anion clusters that spontaneously form in 

water when either soluble, molecular monomeric transition metal precursors such as 

[WO4]
2-

 or insoluble metal hydroxides or oxides such as WO3 hydrate or V2O5 are 

adjusted to the appropriate pH.
59-69

  The most abundant POMs are based on W(VI), 

Mo(VI), V(V), V(VI), Nb(V) or Ta(V) in that order. Thousands of polyoxotungstates 

(polytungstates) have been reported, yet examples of polytantalates are rare. The 

fundamental acid-base and hydrolytic properties of these POM-forming elements dictate 

that polytungstates, polymolybdates and polyvanadates form in and are compatible with 

lower pH values, while the polyniobates and polytantalates form in and are compatible 

with higher pH values.
70,71

  Mixing these elements in an appropriate synthesis, for 

example, to prepare polytungstoniobates makes the resulting POM hydrolytically stable 
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in intermediate pH values. Most POMs contain one or more heteroatoms, typically p or d 

block elements found in one or more positions internal to the polyanion unit. These 

“heteropolyanions” tend to be stable hydrolytically over wider pH ranges than the 

isopolyanions which contain only the metal and oxygen atoms as exemplified by 

[W10O32]
4-

, [Mo7O24]
6-

, and [V10O28]
6-

.
69

  

There are many classes of POMs that are categorized by their overall structure, 

the most known and studied of which are the Keggin and Wells-Dawson structures. The 

Keggin structure (of which there are several isomers) is utilized in this work and is of the 

general formula [XW12O40]
n-

. In the α isomer the heteroatom X (typically P, Si, or Ge 

although many elements in the periodic table have been reported including many 

transition metals) is in the center with tetrahedral geometry surrounded by four oxygen 

atoms. The overall structure is based around this unit and has Td symmetry. This central 

unit is surrounded by twelve MO6 octahedra, each with approximate Oh symmetry which 

are grouped into units of three (M3 units). Each of these M3 units shares an oxygen atom 

with the central XO4 unit, and is linked to itself and the others units by oxygen atoms 

shared at the corners (Figure 1-3). Rotation of a M3 groups by 60º (or a C3) results in the 

β isomer, rotation of adjacent M3 groups results in the γ, δ, and finally the ε isomer in 

which all of the M3 group have been rotated. POMs such as the Keggin structure are 

referred to as “plenary” because they are complete polyhedral, i.e. no atoms have been 

removed. Like most plenary POMs, the Keggin structure is soluble in water, stable in air, 

and stable toward oxidation or reduction. 
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Figure 1-3. Keggin-type α-isomer POM. Blue polyhedral, MO6 units; red balls, oxygen 

atoms; orange ball and stick, XO4 tetrahedral heteroatom.
72

 

 

Figure 1-3 illustrates the common plenary Keggin structure. Removing one or more 

of the MO groups results in what is referred to as a lacunary structure. Lacunary 

structures of the Keggin type can be experimentally prepared from the corresponding 

plenary structure by cleaving some of the MO groups or prepared directly from starting 

oxides. While these lacunary structures are sometimes of interest themselves, they are 

mostly utilized as ligands to incorporate other transition metals forming transition-metal-

substituted polyoxometalates (TMS-POMs). It is common in the literature for these to 

simply be referred to as POMs as well. The PW9 lacunary Keggin type structure is 

formed by the removal of three octahedral WO6 units from the [PW12O40]
3-

 (PW12) 

plenary Keggin by treatment with base and is thus referred to as trivacant. If the three 

WO6 units removed compose a M3 unit, the resulting lacunary PW9 Keggin is B-Type, if 

instead, one WO6 unit is removed from three separate M3 units, the structure is A-type; 

each of these structures also have α, β, and γ isomers. Thus the thousands of 

polytungstates made to date barely
73

 scratch the surface of the structures that are, in 

principal, possible and synthetically accessible. Many of the polytungstates are prepared 
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in one-pot condensation reactions at the right pH and ionic strength, however, many 

POMs in recent years are made by multi-step reactions as in conventional, serial organic 

synthesis.
59,72

  

POMs have applications in several areas including medicine,
74-87

 magnetism,
88-92

 

high performance materials, chirality,
93-102

 and others.
103

  However, the dominant use of 

POMs is in catalysis.
72,104-118

 Several processes have been commercialized where the 

POM serves either as an acid catalyst or as an oxidation catalyst. 

 

1.4 Background on POMs as WOCs 

POMs possess many physical and chemical properties that make them ideal 

candidates for water oxidation catalysts. As mentioned above, they can coordinate a 

number of transition metals making their structural and electronic properties highly 

tunable. As POMs are typically highly negatively charged, there is favorable electrostatic 

interaction with the common positively charged oxidants. POMs exhibit the best features 

of both heterogeneous and homogeneous compounds while avoiding many of the 

disadvantages.
119

 They are generally soluble in water, thermally stable, and perhaps most 

importantly, stable towards oxidation. This is precisely because early transition metals 

are present in their fully oxidized states with d
0
 and in some cases d

1
 electronic 

configurations.
72,120

 Since the catalysts and reactants are dissolved in solution, separation 

of products is often a consideration, however, with water oxidation the product is a gas 

and is thus easily collected. Stability is the most crucial issue that plagues homogenous 
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catalysts, however, POMs contain no organic ligands and are incredibly stable, although 

the specifics of stability will be addressed in a later chapter.
120

  

POMs represent a fairly new class of compounds for WOCs. Since the initial report 

of a POM WOC, these complexes have been examined in a variety of systems including 

electrochemical, and homogeneous with a variety of oxidants in both the presence and 

absence of light. The differences in these systems and even the conditions utilized in 

similar systems can be subtle but produce drastically different results, the effects of 

which will be discussed in a later chapter.  In 2004, Shannon and co-workers reported the 

first example of water oxidation via a transition-metal-substituted POM, 

Na14[Ru
III

2Zn2(H2O)2(ZnW9O34)2] (Ru2ZnPOM, Figure 1-4a).
121

 Electrochemical 

production of oxygen was observed using pulsed voltammetry in 0.1 M sodium 

phosphate buffer (pH 8.0) solution. A catalytic current corresponding to oxygen 

production was observed when the working electrode potential was stepped repeatedly to 

a positive value. The calculated E1/2 of ~0.750 V for electrocatalytic oxygen evolution 

approaches the thermodynamic value of ~0.760 V vs. NHE for water oxidation. The 

Ru2ZnPOM structure is adapted from earlier work by Tourné et al. which produced a 

series of chiral POMs based on the structure [WZn3(H2O)2(ZnW9O34)2]
12-

 containing the 

WZn3 in a near planar “belt”, sandwiched between two identical [ZnW9O34]
12-

 units. The 

Shannon work also reported the mono-ruthenium complex, [Ru
III

(H2O)PW9O39]
4-

 which 

was inactive for water oxidation under the same conditions.  
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Figure 1-4. X-ray crystal structure of polyoxometalates in combined ball-and-stick and 

polyhedral representations Red: O; magenta: Ru; yellow: Ir; green: Cl; orange polyhedra: 

PO4/SiO4/GeO4 as denoted; white polyhedra: ZnO4/ZnO6; grey polyhedra: 

WO6. (a) Na14[Ru
III

2Zn2(H2O)2(ZnW9O34)2] (Ru2ZnPOM), (b) 

Rb8K2[Ru4O4(OH)2(H2O)4(γ-SiW10O36)2] (Ru4SiPOM) and Cs9[Ru
IV

4O5(OH)(OH2)4(γ-

PW10O36)2]  (Ru4PPOM) (c) K14[(IrCl4)KP2W20O72] (IrPPOM), (d) 

Cs5[Ru
III

(H2O)SiW11O39] and Cs5[Ru
III

(H2O)GeW11O39] 

 

A major breakthrough in POM WOC development was achieved in 2008, when 

two groups simultaneously reported the synthesis albeit, by different routes, solid state 

and solution characterization, and homogeneous catalytic water oxidation activity of the 

tetra-ruthenium polytungstate, [Ru4(μ-O)4(μ-OH)2(H2O)4(γ-SiW10O36)2]
10-

 (Ru4SiPOM). 

Figure 1-4b shows the X-ray crystal structure of Ru4SiPOM where a Ru4 core is not 

planar as in Ru2ZnPOM, and the Ru atoms can be described as, “out-of-pocket” in that 

they are not ligated to the central SiO4 unit as is typical of POMs of this type.
122,123

 The 

structure has overall D2d symmetry where the two di lucanary γ-[SiW10O36] units are 

rotated 90º relative to each other around the central C2 axis of the structure. The large 

rigid POM ligands are thought to stabilize the redox active Ru4 core, lowering the 

reorganization energy for the observed redox process.
124,125

 Subsequently Ru4SiPOM 

was shown to catalyze the oxidation of water with visible light using [Ru(bpy)3]
2+

 as a 
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photosensitizer and S2O8
2-

 as a sacrificial electron acceptor.
126

 The mechanism of 

Ru4SiPOM catalyzed water oxidation by [Ru(bpy)3]
3+

 or Ce(IV) oxidants has also been 

studied in depth:
127-130

 Ru4SiPOM was shown to undergo sequential oxidation from 

Ru(IV)4 resting state to the active Ru(V)4 state.  

To take advantage of the tunability of POMs, an isostructural phosphorus 

Ru4SiPOM analogue, [Ru4(μ-O)4(μ-OH)2(H2O)4(γ-PW10O36)2]
n-

 (Ru4PPOM), was 

prepared.
131

 Two P(V) centers replace the two Si(IV) positions in the central orange XO4 

tetrahedra of Ru4SiPOM (Figure 1-4b), resulting in a different charge on the WOC 

polyanion, which in turn changes the redox potentials of the complex. Ru4PPOM is also 

an effective WOC albeit with 20% less catalytic activity as a WOC under the same 

conditions in light-driven water oxidation relative to Ru4SiPOM. Notably, of the 

multitude of experiments conducted by either the Hill or Bonchio group, under either 

thermal or photo-driven water oxidation conditions; Ru4SiPOM showed no evidence of 

hydrolytic decomposition to metal oxides RuO2 or WO3  

Ru4SiPOM has been examined in a wide variety of systems and conditions. It 

was shown to be an effective WOC when electrostatically associated with dendrimers 

containing amide and amine functionality and bound to conductive multiwalled carbon 

nanotube scaffolds on indium tin oxide (ITO) elctrodes.
132,133

 The oxidation of 

Ru4SiPOM by photogenerated Ru
III

 oxidants was investigated both in homogeneous and 

heterogeneous systems.
134

 Another study confirmed the formation of a 1:4 stoichiometric 

ratio ion pair between the highly anionic Ru4SiPOM catalyst and the cationic 

[Ru(bpy)3]
2+

 sensitizer.
135

 A light-driven WOC study was performed using a tetranuclear 

Ru(II) dendrimer photosensitizer with red-shifted excitation wavelength.
136

 Ru4SiPOM 
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was also found to function as a molecular propeller associated with bottom-up control of 

chemically-induced dynamics in nano-devices and functional systems by catalyzing the 

disproportionation of H2O2.
137

  

The oxygen evolution activity of Ru4SiPOM examined by flash photolysis shows 

that a single molecule can catalyze the reduction of about 45 equivalents of [Ru(bpy)3]
3+

 

in 40 ms, corresponding to a very high TOF of 280 s
-1

. This TOF, however, was 

calculated assuming that one oxygen molecule is released after four hole-scavenging 

events instead of using actual oxygen yields generated during experiments.
135

 Thus, as 

will be highlighted in Chapter 3, the experimental system and conditions must be the 

same, or account for differences, if meaningful comparisons of a catalyst are to be made. 

The Ir-containing POM, [(IrCl4)KP2W20O72]
14-

 ( IrPPOM), was prepared in 

which an IrCl4 unit is anchored to a [KP2W20O72]
13-

 polyanion through two O atoms 

(Figure 1-4c).
138

 However, IrPPOM slowly decomposes in aqueous solution to 

[IrCl4(H2O)2]
-
 and [KP2W20O72]

13-
. The rate of its first-order dissociation is 1.5±0.1 × 10

-4
 

s
-1

, ca. two orders of magnitude slower than the rate of catalyzed water oxidation, and 

IrPPOM catalyzes water oxidation much faster than authentic IrO2 nanoparticles
139,140

 

under otherwise identical conditions. These stability considerations are of great 

importance in a catalytic system, as will be discussed in detail in Chapter 3.  

There are also many documented single-metal-site WOCs despite the fact that 

water oxidation is a four-electron process.
141-148

 Mononuclear Ru-substituted Keggin-type 

POMs [Ru
III

(H2O)SiW11O39]
5-

 and [Ru
III

(H2O)GeW11O39]
5-

 were demonstrated as active 

WOCs (Figure 1-4d).
144
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Figure 1-5. Crystal structure of [Co4(H2O)2(PW9O34)2]
10- 

(Co4PPOM) where purple ball, 

Co; grey polyhedra, WO6; yellow polyhedra, PO4. 

 

 

Another significant breakthrough was achieved in 2010, with a tetracobalt-

substituted polytungstate, [Co4(H2O)2(PW9O34)2]
10-

 (Co4PPOM; Figure1-5).
149

 The 

structure was first reported in 1973
150

 and later with an improved synthesis in 1986,
151

 

however, no catalytic activity was assessed. This structure, like that of other Tourné type 

compounds, contains four planar Co atoms in the belt and is sandwiched by two lacunary 

B-type α-PW9O34 ligands. Interestingly, this compound also bears structural resemblance 

to the OEC.
152

 Co4PPOM is the first example of an all-inorganic complex, free of rare-

earth metals, demonstrated to catalyze water oxidation. In the absence of light, using 

[Ru(bpy)3]
3+

 as a chemical oxidant in aqueous phosphate buffer solution at pH 8.0, 

Co4PPOM  produced the highest TON per active site metal of any WOC at that time: 
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over 1000 in 3 min affording a TOF of 5 s
-1

. Oxygen evolution yields were found to be 

highly pH and buffer dependent.  

 

1.5 Goals of this work and outline 

The objective of this dissertation is to investigate the water oxidation activity, 

stability, and mechanistic aspects of POMs, namely, Co4PPOM. Chapter 2 reports the 

design and optimization of a light-driven system for water oxidation utilizing Co4PPOM, 

this includes systematic study of each parameter including catalyst concentration, buffer 

concentration, light wavelength and power, stirring rate, reaction chamber size and shape 

among others. The catalytic performance was also thoroughly evaluated in this system by 

turnover number, chemical yield, and quantum yield. Stability studies, supplemental to 

those in the initial publication of Co4PPOM we also performed. Two subsequent papers, 

one by the Finke group
153

 and one a collaboration between the Scandola, Bonchio and 

Campagna groups,
155

 were published calling claims made in these previous Hill group 

Co4PPOM publications into question. The thesis of these publications can be summed up 

as stability issues of Co4PPOM under reaction conditions. The claims in these papers are 

addressed in Chapter 3 along with additional evidence for stability of Co4PPOM. 

Several new control experiments are conducted showing thoroughly that Co4PPOM is a 

stable and active catalyst for water oxidation. Through studies of the kinetic 

considerations of Co4PPOM, both theoretical and experimental, are presented in 

Chapter 4 along with the development of two new systems for evaluation of WOCs in 

general.  
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2.1 Introduction 

Water oxidation is a key step in the production of fuel from water by 

photochemical, electrochemical, and other approaches.
1-3

 The development of efficient 

WOCs remains a major scientific challenge despite considerable progress in recent 

years.
4-21

 A series of molecular, carbon-free, soluble, and fast ruthenium and cobalt based 

POM WOCs, including [Ru4O4(OH)2(H2O)4(γ-SiW10O36)2]
10−

 (Ru4SiPOM) and 

[Co4(H2O)2(PW9O34)2]
10−

 (Co4PPOM), have been reported.
22-31

 Co4PPOM, which is 

based on earth-abundant Co, exhibits a turnover frequency for homogeneous catalytic 

water oxidation using [Ru(bpy)3]
3+

 as a sacrificial oxidant at pH 8 that is as high as any 

WOC reported at its publication date, estimated to be about 20 times higher than that  

 

 

Scheme 2-1. Principal processes of O2 evolution in a homogeneous light-driven water 

oxidation system 

 

of Ru4SiPOM at pH 7.2 (5 vs 0.25 s
−1

).
22,31

  It was previously demonstrated 

that Ru4SiPOM and its isostructural phosphorus-centered analogue, Ru4PPOM, catalyze 

oxygen evolution in a homogeneous light-driven water-oxidation system (Scheme 2-1) 
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using [Ru(bpy)3]
2+

 as a photosensitizer and S2O8
2−

 as a sacrificial electron acceptor.
24,28

 It 

is reported here that Co4PPOM does the same (Scheme 2-1) but exhibits substantially 

higher rates and O2 evolution quantum yields (∼ 30%) than Ru4SiPOM and all other 

POM-based WOCs to date. Significantly, Co4PPOM and Ru4SiPOM have different 

kinetic features (elaborated in Chapter 4), indicating that the reactivities of one POM 

WOC are not necessarily operable for others.
22-31

 

 

4 [Ru(bpy) 3]
3+ + 2 H2O 

ϕc,𝐂𝐨𝟒𝐏𝐏𝐎𝐌
→         4 [Ru(bpy) 3]

2+ + O2 + 4 H
+  (2-1) 

2 S2O8
2− + 2 H2O + 2 hυ 

ΦCY,ΦQY
→       4 SO4

2− + O2 + 4 H
+    (2-2) 

 

2.2 Experimental 

2.2.1 Instrumentation 

UV-Vis spectra were acquired using Agilent 8453 spectrophotometer equipped 

with a diode-array detector and an Agilent 89090A cell temperature controller unit. 

Steady state luminescence quenching was studied using a SPEX® FluoroLog®-3 self-

contained and fully automated spectrofluorometer. Analysis of dioxygen in the reaction 

headspace was performed using Agilent 7890a gas-chromatography (GC) system 

equipped with a thermoconductivity detector and a HP-MOLESIEVE capillary column 

(30m x 0.535 mm x 25.00 μm) with Argon as a carrier gas. A Hamamatsu Xe-lamp 

(model C2577) was used as a light source and the desired wavelength range was created 

with a 420-470 nm band pass filter. A magnetically-coupled stirring system (SYS-114, 

SPECTROCELL) was used for reaction solutions. The stirring rate in revolutions per 
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minute (RPM) was determined by a home-built set-up consisting of a helium-neon laser 

(IMATTRONIC), a magnetic stick (VP 736-1, V&P scientific), a photo-diode detector 

(PDA 55, ThorLabs), and an oscilloscope (LT262, LeCroy). Power measurements were 

made with a Molectron, model Max 500A laser power meter. The fast reactions were 

studied using a Hi-Tech KinetAsyst Stopped Flow SF-61SX2 instrument equipped with a 

diode array detector operating in wavelength range 400-700 nm. Headspace was sampled 

with 1010 TLL Gastight Hamilton syringes. 

 

2.2.2 Materials and synthesis 

Water for the preparation of solutions was obtained from a Barnstead Nanopure 

water-purification system, and all other chemicals and salts used were of the highest 

purity available from commercial sources. Tris(2,2’-bipyridyl)dichlororuthenium(II) 

hexahydrate [Ru(bpy)3]
2+

, and sodium persulfate (98+%) were purchased from Aldrich. 

[Ru(bpy)3]
2+ 

was recrystallized before use: 1 g of [Ru(bpy)3]
2+ 

was dissolved in about 5 

mL of deionized H2O, and filtered through a Millipore Millex-FX Phobic PTFE 0.45 μm 

syringe filter, then brought to 80 
o
C in the dark. After cooling to room temperature, the 

sample was collected by filtration and air dried with 50% yield.  

 

(a) Tris(2,2′-bipyridyl)triperchlororuthenium(III) was prepared as reported
25

 by 

oxidation of the recrystallized [Ru(bpy)3]Cl2. [Ru(bpy)3]Cl2 (375 mg) was dissolved in 10 

mL of 0.5 M H2SO4. PbO2 was added in small amounts until the solution went from a 

bright orange to a dark green over approximately 5 minutes. The mixture was filtered to 

remove PbO2 and concentrated HClO4 was added to the filtrate until no additional 
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precipitate was formed. The green crystals were separate by filtration over a fine frit and 

dried under reduced pressure for several hours.  

 

(b) Rb8K2[Ru4O4(OH)2(H2O)4(γ-SiW10O36)2] (Ru4SiPOM) was prepared as 

published previously.
22

 The precursor potassium γ-decatungstosilicate, K8[γ-

SiW10O36]·12H2O was prepared according to literature methods,
32

 and its identity and 

purity were checked by infrared spectroscopy. Ru4SiPOM: A solid sample of RuCl3·H2O 

(0.60 g, 2.67 mmol) was quickly added to a freshly prepared solution of K8[g-

SiW10O36]·12H2O (4.00 g, 1.33 mmol) dissolved in 65 mL of H2O. The solution 

immediately turned brown and the pH dropped to ca. 2.6. The solution pH was adjusted 

to 1.6 by drop-wise addition of 6M HCl. After additional stirring for 5 min, a solution of 

RbCl (2.4 g, 20 mmol) dissolved in 10-15 mL of H2O was added to the mixture in small 

portions. The mixture was filtered and the filtrate left to stand at room temperature. 

Brown plate crystals began to form after 24 h. Yield ca. 1.8 g (ca. 40% based on W). 

  

(c) Na10[Co4(H2O)2(α-PW9O34)2] (Co4PPOM) was prepared as previously 

reported.
33

  Na2WO4·2H2O (35.62 g, 0.108 mol), Na2HPO4·7H2O (3.22 g, 0.012 mol), 

and Co(NO3)2·6H2O (6.98 g, 0.024 mol) were added to 100 mL of  distilled water. This 

corresponds to the Co:W:P ratio that is found in the product 2:9:1. The pH was adjusted 

to 7.0 by dropwise addition of HCl (0.1M). The resulting purple reaction mixture was 

refluxed at 100 
o
C or two hours. After reflux, the solution was removed from heat, 

saturated with NaCl, and allowed to cool to room temperature. Purple crystals were 
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collected by filtration and the final product was obtained by recrystallization from 

deionized water. The identity of the compound was checked by FT-IR. and UV-Vis. 

 

2.2.3 Light-driven system 

The light driven reaction is summarized in Scheme 2-1. Two molecules of the 

photosensitizer Ru(bpy)3
2+ 

each absorb a photon of light and are promoted to an excited 

state [Ru(bpy)3]
2+*

. These excited state molecules then each react with the sacrificial 

electron acceptor sodium persulfate (Na2S2O8), oxidizing the [Ru(bpy)3]
2+

 by one 

electron to [Ru(bpy)3]
3+

 and producing two molecules of both sulfate, and sulfate radical 

which is extremely oxidizing (~2.4 V). The sulfate radicals then react with another two 

molecules of [Ru(bpy)3]
2+ 

again oxidizing them by one electron to [Ru(bpy)3]
3+

 and 

yielding another two molecules of sulfate. The four molecules of [Ru(bpy)3]
3+

 then each 

undergo a one-electron reduction to return to [Ru(bpy)3]
2+ 

while converting two 

molecules of water into one molecule of O2 and four protons by coupling to the WOC. 

The system also contains a buffer to maintain pH while generating four protons per 

dioxygen molecule. The overall reaction for this process based on oxidant is presented in 

Equation 2-1, and based on sacrificial agents (electron acceptor, persulfate) in Equation 

2-2.
25

 The conditions are as follows unless otherwise noted: 1.0 mM [Ru(bpy)3]
2+

, 5.0 

mM Na2S2O8, 80 mM sodium borate buffer (NaBi), initial pH 8.0, total reaction volume 2 

mL, vigorous stirring (5 × 10
3
 RPM).  Illumination: 16.8 mW, 420-470 nm with a beam 

diameter of 0.75 cm. 

 

2.2.4 Quantum yield measurements  
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The amount of O2 formed was quantified as described above at the reaction time 

of less than 2 min. The total amount of photons absorbed for a given reaction time was 

calculated from the irradiation power and the absorbance of the reaction solution. The 

irradiation power was measured directly in front of the reaction vessel using a laser 

power meter as 16.8 mW. The spectrum of light emitted by the Xe-lamp in the 420-470 

nm range as well as the absorption spectra of cutoff filter was considered to be flat in this 

spectral region. During illumination, the reaction solution remained orange in color 

indicating the photosensitizer was mostly present in its reduced form, [Ru(bpy)3]
2+

. The 

optical density of the reaction solution was calculated as nearly 30 in the 420-470 nm 

range thus all light entering the reaction solution was considered to be absorbed by Beer’s 

Law. The amount of absorbed light was determined from the measured power in front of 

the reaction vessel, the absorption loss (18%) by the optical glass (NSG cuvette manual, 

and by UV-Vis spectrometer) and reflection loss (4%) at the glass/air interface.  

 

2.2.5 Steady state luminescence quenching 

The general procedure to measure the steady state fluorescence can be found in a 

previous report.
24

 The solutions of [Ru(bpy)3]
2+

, S2O8
2-

, and their mixtures were prepared 

and stored in the absence of light to avoid photoreaction. All solutions were purged with 

Ar before measurements. A 10x1 mm dual-path-length quartz cuvette and 1.8-nm 

excitation and emission slits were used in all steady-state luminescence measurements. 

Samples were excited at 450 nm, and emission intensity data were collected at 20 °C at 

617-620 nm. Integration time was set at 0.05 s. To minimize light induced reactions 

during the measurements, the acquisition time was kept to less than 1 s. Repetitive 
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measurements showed that the emission intensity decreased by less than 2% during this 

acquisition time. 

 

2.2.6 Stopped-flow 

One of the feeding syringes was filled with [Ru(bpy)3]
3+

 solution and the other 

with a freshly prepared solution of the catalyst in buffer. The [Ru(bpy)3]
3+

 solution was 

prepared in 0.1 mM HCl to avoid self-reduction to [Ru(bpy)3]
2+

 at basic pH and filtered 

before use. Each data set included 200 spectra collected with different timescales: from 0-

0.4 s up to 0-400 s. Typically, the consumption of [Ru(bpy)3]
3+

 was followed by a 

decrease in absorbance at 670 nm (ε670 = 420 M
-1

cm
-1

) with optical path length l = 10 

mm. The data were acquired and treated using KinetAsyst™ 3.0 software. 

 

2.3 System design  

2.3.1 System quantification 

In order to quantitatively gauge the catalytic performance of a catalyst in a given 

system the turnover number (TON), chemical yield (CY), and quantum yield (QY) are 

calculated. TON is defined the final number of moles of product, O2 in this case, 

produced per mole of catalyst (Equation 2-3).  

 

TON = (O2 yield at end of run) / (moles catalyst) = [O2]f/[catalyst]   (2-3) 

 

Generally, TON reflects the long term stability of a catalyst, demonstrating how 

many times it is able to catalyze a reaction before being rendered inactive. However, this 
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system is limited in overall TON by the amount of the sacrificial electron acceptor 

(Na2S2O8). Thus, TON as described here does not say anything about catalyst stability, 

but because the experiments reported herein are under identical conditions it is a useful 

metric for direct comparisons. The chemical yield, however, is based on the overall 

stoichiometry of the reaction from Equation 2-2 in which two molecules of persulfate 

produce one molecule of O2.  

Φ𝐶𝑌 = 2
[O2]𝑓

[Na2S2O8]0
= 0.5(1 + 𝜙𝑟)𝜙𝑐       (2-4)  

where [O2]f and [Na2S2O8]0 are the final yield of O2 and the initial concentration 

of persulfate, respectively, ϕr is the yield of the oxidation of [Ru(bpy)3]
2+

 to 

[Ru(bpy)3]
3+

 by sulfate radical ions SO4
-
·, and ϕc is the yield of O2 produced from 

[Ru(bpy)3]
3+

 in the presence of the catalyst (Scheme 2-1). 

Since CY is based on the initial amount of persulfate it is a good measure of 

reaction completion. It does not however, adequately reflect the long-term stability of the 

catalyst. The quantum yield for a photochemical reaction is defined as the amount of 

product formed per photon absorbed. In this system, two photons are required to produce 

one molecule of O2 and thus the photon-to-O2 quantum yield is multiplied by 2 as in 

Equation 2-5.  

Φ𝑄𝑌(𝑡) = 2 [
Δ(O2)

Δ(ℎ𝜐)
]
𝑡
= 0.5 𝜙𝑞(𝑡)(1 + 𝜙𝑟)𝜙𝑐       (2-5) 

The quantities Δ(O2) and Δ(hν) are the change in the total amount of O2 produced 

and the number of photons absorbed, respectively. Each of the values reported has been 
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corrected for the control experiment with no catalyst. Here, the quenching efficiency, or 

electron transfer efficiency, ϕq, is defined as,  

 

𝜙𝑞 =
𝐼0−𝐼

𝐼0
            (2-6) 

where I0 and I are the emission intensities of [Ru(bpy)3]
2+*

 in the absence and 

presence of persulfate respectively. The quantum yield as a function of time can be 

described in terms of quenching efficiency as in Equation 2-7. 

Φ𝑄𝑌(𝑡) = 𝜙𝑞(𝑡)Φ𝑄𝑌          (2-7) 

 

The value of ΦQY(t) can also be calculated from the ratio of the rates of O2 

generation and photon absorption and is related to the slope of the plot of O2 versus 

illumination time. The yield in the dark system was previously calculated from Equation 

2-1 by: 

Yield =  
4[O2]f

[Ru(bpy)3]3+0
          (2-8) 

 

2.3.2 Optimization 

The procedure for the light-driven reaction was adapted from a previous report
24

  

where light induced water oxidation was performed in the round bottom-reaction vessel 

with a diameter of about 3 cm and with a total volume of about 15 mL equipped with a 

side arm stopcock and 14/20 outer joint. The vessel was filled with 8 mL of solution with 

the desired concentrations of [Ru(bpy)3]
2+

, Na2S2O8, catalyst, and buffer. The reaction 

vessel was then sealed with a rubber septum, carefully deaerated and filled with Ar. All 
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procedures were performed with minimum exposure to ambient light. The reaction was 

initiated by turning on the Xe-lamp. The output of the Xe-Lamp was filtered with a 420- 

520 nm band-pass filter and was focused onto the reaction vessel. Light intensity was 

adjusted by varying the beam size at the sample (by an aperture) and/or applying a 

neutral density filter (50% transmission). At high light intensity (28 mW/cm
2
), the 

reaction in solution proceeded very fast and the O2 concentration in the head space was 

not in equilibrium with O2 formed in solution. Therefore, to follow the kinetics of O2 

formation, the reaction was stopped after the desired illumination time by blocking the 

lamp. The reaction vessel was then vigorously shaken to equilibrate dioxygen 

concentrations in liquid and gas phases, and the headspace was analyzed for O2 content. 

The O2 yield was quantified by withdrawing 0.1 mL of the gas in the headspace of the 

reaction vessel through a septum using a deaerated gas-tight syringe and injected into gas 

chromatograph. Contamination of the head-space by air was corrected by quantification 

of N2 present in the head-space by GC. Typically, contamination was very small and the 

area under the O2 peak was much larger than that of the N2 peak. The peak area from the 

chromatograph corresponding to O2 was then adjusted for contamination from air by 

subtracting half of the peak from the chromatograph corresponding to N2 (less than 0.07 

μmol O2). This is a conservative estimate since the chromatograph of air exhibits an 

oxygen to nitrogen ratio of 1 : 2.8. 

To improve on this procedure, the efficiency of light-driven water-oxidation was 

optimized by testing three vessels with different sizes and shapes (A, B and C), as shown 

in Figure 2-1. The reaction conditions were kept the same for direct comparison: 1 mM 

[Ru(bpy)3]
2+

, 5 mM [S2O8]
2-

, 20 mM sodium phosphate buffer (NaPi) with initial pH 7.2, 
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and 5 µM Ru4SiPOM. Reaction vessels were filled with 8, 16, and 2 mL solutions, 

leaving 5, 8, and 0.9 mL sampling headspaces for vessels A, B, and C, respectively. The 

reaction vessel was then sealed with a rubber septum, carefully deaerated, and filled with 

Ar. All procedures were performed with a minimum exposure to ambient light.  

 

 

 
Figure 2-1. Three cells selected for optimizing the O2 formation efficiency. A: glass 

round bottom flask. B: glass photoelectrochemical cell, square bottom with flat 

illumination windows. C: cylindrical quartz cuvette with a light path of 1 cm. 

 

 

The reaction was initiated by unblocking the Xe-lamp. Cutoff filters (420-520 nm for 

cell A, 420-470 nm combined with another 300-720 filters for cell B and C) were applied 

to block light outside of the [Ru(bpy)3]
2+

 absorption range. The light intensity was 

measured with a power meter to be 50 mW for vessel A and 16.8 mW for vessels B and 

C. The procedure was followed as described above.  

Figure 2-2 shows the O2 evolution kinetics measured in each of the three cells. 

Efficiency of each cell was compared by considering the O2 yields per unit volume of 

reaction solution and per unit of incident light power. As seen from Figure 2-2, the 

reaction carried out in cell C harnesses the light most efficiently. Additionally, the TON, 
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and chemical yields based on persulfate were calculated, and the initial quantum yield 

was estimated from the initial slope of the dependence O2 yield versus total number of 

photons consumed. These results are reported in Table 2-1.  

For the cells A and C, the TONs and chemical yields are close to each other, but 

almost twice of those for the cell B, which is probably due to the difference in volumes of 

solutions that were exposed to light. At 1 mM [Ru(bpy)3]
2+

, only ~0.1% of light can 

penetrate the 2 mm solution layer. Thus, most of solution actually remains in dark and 

serves as a reservoir of reactants. A thinner cell with small volume therefore seems ideal 

for the light driven reactions.  

 

 

 
Figure 2-2. Kinetics of O2 formation (expressed as the O2 yield per unit volume of 

reaction solution and per unit of illumination power in different cells. A (blue triangles), 

B (pink squares) and C (teal circles). Conditions: 1.0 mM [Ru(bpy)3]
2+

, 5.0 mM Na2S2O8, 

5.0 μM Ru4SiPOM, 20 mM sodium phosphate buffer, initial pH 7.2, total reaction 

volume 8, 16, 2 mL for cell A, B and C, respectively. Illumination: 50 mW, 420-520 nm 

for A; 16.8 mW, 420-470 nm for B and C. 

 

On the other hand, the quantum efficiency for cell A is far lower than that for cells B 

and C.  Cell A is a round bottom flask made from borosilicate glass with non-polished 
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and curved surface, resulting in a loss of light on the vessel surface due to reflection, 

refraction, and scattering while cells B and C have flat and polished surfaces to facilitate 

the light harnessing. As such, the experimental accuracy for determining quantum yield is 

better for cells B and C. Additionally, the higher quantum yield in cell B than in C 

indicates that the overall solution volume can also affect the rate of O2 evolution.  

Considering the three factors (TON, chemical yield, and quantum yield) together, cell C 

was chosen as the ideal reaction vessel for further studies. 

 

Table 2-1. Turnover Numbers, chemical yields (2O2/Na2S2O8) and Quantum Yields 

(2O2/hv) of reaction performed in the cells A, B and C. Experimental conditions in 

Figure 2-2. 

Cell 
TON 

(O2/ Ru4SiPOM) 

Chemical Yield 

(2O2/Na2S2O8) 

Quantum Yield 

(2O2/hv) 

A 192 39% 8.5% 

B 88 18% 35% 

C 200 40% 27% 

 

 

Calibration of the cuvette was conducted with the same general procedure as above 

except in the absence of the reactants substituted with equal volume of deionized water. 

After degassing, an amount of O2 was injected into the cuvette. The cuvette was then 

stirred for about 1 min to allow equilibration of O2 between the aqueous and gas phases 

before the headspace was sampled. This process was repeated for volumes of 0, 23.5, 47, 

and 70.5 μL of O2 corresponding to 0, 1, 2, and 3 μmol of O2 respectively. The peak area 

from the chromatograph corresponding to O2 was then adjusted for contamination from 

air by subtracting half of the peak from the chromatograph corresponding to N2 (less than 

0.07 μmol O2). The adjusted O2 peak was then plotted against the amount of O2 injected. 

This entire process was repeated twice more and each data point averaged.  
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2.3.3 Dependence on stirring rate 

In the photocatalytic reaction with Co4PPOM as a catalyst carried out in cell A and 

using a Scienceware* Cell Spinbar* stir bar, increasing the stirring rate was shown to 

facilitate the O2 formation, resulting in higher TON, chemical yield, and quantum yield. 

For the light-driven reaction with Co4PPOM as a catalyst in cell C using a VWP 8 x 1.5 

mm flea micro spinbar, similar effects of stir rate on the O2 formation were observed, as 

shown in Figure 2-3. Using cell C and SYS-114 system to stir the solution, the stir bar 

does not stably spin when the RPM is higher than 5000 rpm. Based on the trend observed 

in Figure 2-3 where increased stirring rate results in increased amounts of dioxygen, a 

faster stirring rate may produce even greater amounts of dioxygen, however, if the 

stirring is too fast, the agitated solution fills up all the headspace, resulting in difficulties 

for gas sampling. Thus the ideal stirring rate for vessal C at the given conditions was set 

to 5000 rpm (level 10 on stirring meter) for our further experiments.  
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Figure 2-3. Kinetics of O2 formation at stirring rate: 5000 (teal triangles), 3000 (pink 

squares), and 1200 rpm (blue diamonds). Experiments were carried out in the cell C using 

a VWP 8 x 1.5 mm flea micro spinbar. Conditions: 1.0 mM [Ru(bpy)3]
2+

, 5.0 mM 

Na2S2O8, 5.0 μM Co4PPOM, 20 mM sodium borate buffer, initial pH 8.0, total reaction 

volume 2 mL. Illumination: 16.8 mW, 420-470 nm, beam size 0.75 in diameter. 

 

Optimization for this light-driven system was also carried out with respect to 

buffer. For reasons that will be elaborated in Chapter 3, the nature of buffer also affected 

the efficiency of O2 formation (Figure 2-4). In this work, 80 mM borate buffer was found 

to maintain the pH well, with a pH decrease of only 0.1−0.3 pH unit by the end of the 

reaction. 
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Figure 2-4. Kinetics of O2 formation with pH 8 buffer: 20 mM NaPi; black squares, final 

pH 6.5, 20 mM NaBi: blue triangles, final pH 2.0, 40 mM NaBi pink squares, final pH 

5.3, and 80 mM NaBi teal diamonds, final pH 7.9. Conditions: 1.0 mM [Ru(bpy)3]
2+

, 5.0 

mM Na2S2O8, 5.0 μM Co4PPOM. 

 

2.4 Results and discussion 

Dioxygen was formed quickly under visible-light illumination (420−470 nm) 

catalyzed by even 1.5 μM Co4PPOM (Figure 2-5). A series of control experiments 

confirmed that fast O2 generation requires the presence of all four components: photons, 

[Ru(bpy)3]
2+

, persulfate, and Co4PPOM.  In the absence of Co4PPOM, the maximum O2 

yield after 15 min of illumination was about 0.2 μmol; 12 times lower than in catalytic 

runs using 5 μM Co4PPOM. After 10−15 min of illumination, the amount of O2 reached 

a plateau value, the concentration of S2O8
2−

 decreased from its initial value of 5.0 mM to  

less than the limit of detection of 0.2 mM as quantified by a method discussed 

previously.
24,34

 The concentration of [Ru(bpy)3]
2+

 was found to be about 15% as has been 

shown to be the case in other WOC systems
35

 as quantified by absorbance at 450 nm. The 

spectra of [Ru(bpy)3]
2+

 before and after catalytic runs is shown in Figure 2-6. 
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Significantly, photosensitizer decomposition decreases as concentration of the catalyst 

increases (Figure 2-6 insert), indicating that the photosensitizer is protected from 

decomposition by the presence of the catalyst. Furthermore, catalytic oxidation of water 

resumed upon the addition of S2O8
2−

 (Figure 2-7), suggesting that the catalyst remains 

active and that significant [Ru(bpy)3]
2+

 remains intact. Thus, the final amount of 

O2 formed and the TON (Table 2-2) at the end of each run was limited mainly by 

depletion of the sacrificial electron acceptor.  

 

Figure 2-5. Kinetics of O2 formation in the light-driven system at different 

concentrations of Co4PPOM: 0 (black circles), 1.5 (purple diamonds), 2 (blue squares), 3 

(yellow triangles), 4 (teal squares), and 5 μM (pink circles). 1.0 mM [Ru(bpy)3]
2+

, 5.0 

mM Na2S2O8, 80 mM sodium borate buffer initial pH 8.0. 
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Figure 2-6. UV-Vis of [Ru(bpy)3]
2+

 before reaction (teal), and after catalysis with: no 

catalyst (black), and 5 uM Co4PPOM (pink). Insert shows absorbance at 450 nm as a 

function of Co4PPOM concentration after catalytic reaction. 1.0 mM [Ru(bpy)3]
2+

, 5.0 

mM Na2S2O8, 80 mM sodium borate buffer initial pH 8.0. 

 

Although the stability of Co4PPOM under thermal (dark) catalytic water 

oxidation conditions was assessed previously by seven distinct and complementary 

techniques as elaborated in Chapter 1,
1
 the conditions in the light-driven reactions 

reported in this study are sufficiently different than in the absence of light, thus additional 

catalyst stability experiments were conducted. Further experiments and analysis of 

Co4PPOM stability across light-driven, dark, and electrochemical systems will be 

addressed in Chapter 3. Careful assessment of the pre- and post-catalysis solutions 

showed no evidence of nanoparticle formation by dynamic light scattering or Tyndall 

effect. Second, the kinetics of O2 evolution using Co4PPOM after one use showed very 

similar kinetics (similar curvature and rate; Figure 2-7). These arguments and all the 
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work assessing the stability of Co4PPOM under dark catalytic water oxidation conditions 

provide good evidence that the catalyst is stable under these photochemical conditions up 

to the number of turnovers in these studies: TON = 220 per run. The kinetics (curvatures 

in Figure 2-5) and the turnover numbers were solely limited by the amount of sacrificial 

electron acceptor, persulfate, present in the system.  

 

Figure 2-7. O2 formation kinetics of the first run (teal circles) and the second run (pink 

squares). After first run, another 0.05 mL of Na2S2O8 was added (the persulfate 

concentration was the same as at the outset of the first run), the contents degassed and a 

second run was conducted under otherwise identical conditions. Conditions for the first 

run: 1.0 mM [Ru(bpy)3]
2+

; 5.0 mM Na2S2O8; 130 mM NaBi (initial pH 8.0); 5 µM 

catalyst. 

 

At the end of the second run, the pH was reduced to 7.3 from initial pH 8.0, and 

the TON and chemical yield decrease about 20%. At the end of the second run, the 

[Ru(bpy)3]
2+

 concentration decreases by about 28%. For these reuse runs 130 mM buffer 

was used because higher buffer capacity was required although at this buffer 
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concentration, the TON, ΦCY and ΦQY(t) all decrease to about half their measured values 

in 80 mM buffer.  

 

Table 2-2. Turnover Numbers (TON), Chemical Yields, and Initial Quantum Yields for 

Homogeneous Visible-Light-Driven Water Oxidation Catalyzed by Co4PPOM. TONs 

and chemical yields were averaged for results at 12.5 and 15 min. (a) 5 μM Ru4SiPOM; 

reported values, excluding 0 μM, were corrected for the amount of O2 generated in 

absence of catalyst. 1.0 mM [Ru(bpy)3]
2+

, 5.0 mM Na2S2O8, 80 mM sodium borate buffer 

initial pH 8.0. 

Catalyst 

(μM) 
TON Chemical Yield Quantum Yield 

0 N/A 0.04 ± 0.01 0.03 ± 0.01 

1.5 158 ± 15 0.09 ± 0.01 0.09 ± 0.01 

2.0 143 ± 03 0.11 ± 0.01 0.10 ± 0.01 

3.0 149 ± 15 0.18 ± 0.02 0.14 ± 0.01 

4.0 175 ± 06 0.28 ± 0.01 0.20 ± 0.01 

5.0 224 ± 11 0.45 ± 0.02 0.30 ± 0.05 

5.0
a
 136 ± 05 0.27 ± 0.01 0.24 ± 0.01 

 

To quantify the photocatalytic performance, the average stoichiometric dioxygen 

chemical yields and the initial photon-to-O2 generation quantum yields were compared. 

According to Equation 2-2 and Scheme 2-1, two photons and two S2O8
2−

 ions lead to the 

evolution of one O2 molecule in the absence of loss pathways. The value of ΦQY(t) can 

also be calculated from the ratio of the rates of O2 generation and photon absorption and 

is related to the slope of the plot of O2 versus illumination time shown in Figure 2-5. It is 

clear that ΦQY(t) is largest at the onset of the reaction and decreases with time, 

approaching zero at ∼15 min. It was shown previously that the ratio of O2 formed to 

Na2S2O8 consumed changes negligibly throughout the course of the catalytic runs with 

Ru4SiPOM in a similar system.
24

 Only the average value of 2[O2]/[Na2S2O8] (over the 

course of the reaction) was measured in this study. The values of ΦCY and ΦQY(0) as 
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functions of catalyst concentration are plotted in Figure 2-8 and listed in Table 2-2. In 

calculating these values the maximal contribution of O2 generated from noncatalytic 

pathways, obtained from the control experiment without catalyst, was subtracted from the 

observed value.
35

 Both the chemical yield and the initial quantum yield were found to 

increase with catalyst concentration. 

 

 

Figure 2-8. Dependence of chemical yield (teal square) and initial quantum yield (pink 

circles) on catalyst concentration, Co4PPOM. 1.0 mM [Ru(bpy)3]
2+

, 5.0 mM Na2S2O8, 

80 mM sodium borate buffer initial pH 8.0. 

 

The photocatalytic O2 evolution in this system is believed to follow the well-

established reaction mechanism presented in Scheme 2-1.
24,27,28

 The reaction is initiated 

upon the absorption of two photons by two [Ru(bpy)3]
2+

 complexes. Because of the large 

extinction coefficient (ε454 = 1.4 × 10
4
 M

−1
 cm

−1
) and high relative concentration of 
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[Ru(bpy)3]
2+

 (1 mM), all of the incident photons are captured by [Ru(bpy)3]
2+

 in the 

solution. Following photoexcitation, the excited [Ru(bpy)3]
2+

* is quenched by 

S2O8
2−

 through both bimolecular and unimolecular electron transfer (ET) pathways.
36-

38
  The quenching, or ET efficiency (ϕq) increases with the S2O8

2−
 concentration (as 

shown in Figure 2-9) and is 67% at 5.0 mM Na2S2O8, the initial concentration used in the 

catalytic runs. The photoinduced ET results in the generation of two 

[Ru(bpy)3]
3+

 complexes and two SO4
−•

 radical anions. The latter subsequently oxidize 

two additional [Ru(bpy)3]
2+

 to give two [Ru(bpy)3]
3+

, with a yield of ϕr. Finally, four 

[Ru(bpy)3]
3+

 complexes oxidize water to make one O2 with a yield of ϕc.  

 
Figure 2-9. Quenching efficiency of [Ru(bpy)3]

2+*
 emission by the addition of 

[Na2S2O8]. Conditions: 1.0 mM [Ru(bpy)3]
2+

, 80 mM sodium borate buffer initial pH 8.0. 

 

The relationship in Equation 2-7 agreed well with our experimental data 

(Table 2-2) and accounts for the observed decrease in the rate (quantum yield) of 

O2 formed as a function of time and the catalyst concentration. For example, with the 
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measured initial ϕq of 0.67 (Figure 2-8) and ΦCY of 0.45 (Table 2-2), for 5 

μM Co4PPOM, the initial ΦQY is 0.30, which agrees well with the measured value (0.30). 

As the reaction proceeds, ϕq(t) and therefore ΦQY(t) decrease as a result of the depletion of 

S2O8
2−

. In measurements with different catalyst concentrations, the initial quenching 

efficiency ϕq should be identical (67%) because it is based solely on initial concentrations 

of [Ru(bpy)3]
2+

 and S2O8
2−

. According to Equation 2-7, the reduced initial quantum yield 

for O2 generation can be attributed to the decrease in the chemical yield at lower catalyst 

concentrations, consistent with the experimental observations shown in Figure 2-5 and 

Table 2-2. 

Our results suggests that a key factor that limits the quantum yield is the chemical 

yield ΦCY, which is significantly less than unity in the current system. According to 

Equation 2-4, ΦCY is determined by both ϕr and ϕc. The ϕr is generally taken to be near 

unity, although several reports have indicated that it is less than unity and highly 

dependent on the solution environment.
39-41

 In a previous study, it was determined that 

ϕc = 67% for Co4PPOM at pH 8 in stoichiometric water oxidation in the dark by 

[Ru(bpy)3]
3+

.
31

 From the measured ΦCY (0.45 at 5 μM Co4PPOM), the minimal ϕc (when 

ϕr = 1) can be estimated to be 0.45, consistent with the previously reported 

ϕc value.
31

  ΦCY and hence ϕc increase with the catalyst concentration, implying a 

competition between catalytic (see Scheme 2-1) and noncatalytic pathways involving the 

photogenerated [Ru(bpy)3]
3+

. 

To gain further insight into the factors limiting the quantum and chemical yields 

for catalytic O2 generation, we also compared the catalytic activities 
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of Ru4SiPOM and Co4PPOM under identical conditions. As shown by both Figure 2-

10 and Table 2-2, the chemical yield and TON in the reactions catalyzed by 

Co4PPOM are about 1.7 fold higher than those catalyzed by Ru4SiPOM, with a 1.25 

higher quantum yield. These three criteria demonstrate that Co4PPOM, an abundant-

metal-based material, catalyzes visible-light-driven water oxidation more rapidly 

than Ru4SiPOM, which contains a precious metal, ruthenium. Furthermore, the 

photochemical reactions using Ru4SiPOM and Co4PPOM have the same charge, and 

were carried out under the same conditions, thus ϕr should be the same in both systems. 

Therefore, a higher ΦCY for Co4PPOM suggests a higher ϕc using this catalyst. These 

data suggest that Co4PPOM has a higher selectivity toward water oxidation 

than Ru4SiPOM, which is consistent with a higher TOF for dark water oxidation 

by Co4PPOM than by Ru4SiPOM.
31

 

 
Figure 2-10. Kinetics of O2 formation in the light-driven system using different catalysts: 

Ru4SiPOM (teal triangles), Co4PPOM (pink squares) and control (no catalyst, black 

circles). Conditions: 1.0 mM [Ru(bpy)3]
2+

; 5.0 mM Na2S2O8; 80 mM sodium borate 

buffer initial pH 8.0; 5 µM catalyst. 
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Light-driven water oxidation utilizes [Ru(bpy)3]
3+

 as an intermediate oxidant 

(Equation 2-1 and Scheme 2-1). A higher ϕc indicates a faster conversion of 

[Ru(bpy)3]
3+

 to [Ru(bpy)3]
2+

 in the presence of the catalyst. The concentration of 

[Ru(bpy)3]
3+

 can be followed by the absorption at 670 nm, where [Ru(bpy)3]
2+

 has a very 

low extinction coefficient (ε670 = 20 M
−1

cm
−1

). Hence, the catalytic efficiencies 

of Ru4SiPOM and Co4PPOM for water oxidation can also be compared using the 

kinetics of the disappearance of [Ru(bpy)3]
3+

 in the stoichiometric dark water oxidation 

system. These kinetics traces (Figure 2-11) were measured by the stopped-flow 

technique, in which solutions containing [Ru(bpy)3]
3+

 and the catalysts, respectively, 

were rapidly mixed. It was found that [Ru(bpy)3]
3+

 is consumed via two competing 

pathways: catalytic water oxidation (Equation 2-1) and the self-decomposition 

reaction.
25

 At pH 8, the [Ru(bpy)3]
3+

 half-life of about 30 s in the absence of catalyst was 

reduced to 11 and 1.3 s upon addition of Ru4SiPOM and Co4PPOM, respectively. Here, 

the half-life, defined as the time at which the concentration has decreased to one-half of 

the initial value, was used to compare the relative decay rates of [Ru(bpy)3]
3+

 because the 

kinetics are complex (not single-exponential) and will be expanded on in detail in 

Chapter 4. While oxidative catalysis of the bpy ligand cannot be ruled out as a pathway 

for the consumption of [Ru(bpy)3]
3+

,
35

 this along with the results in Figure 2-3 

and Figure 2-10 suggest that Ru4SiPOM and Co4PPOM are both efficient WOCs. This 

result shows that Co4PPOM is almost 10 times more efficient than Ru4SiPOM in 

catalyzing the dark reaction (Equation 2-1), suggesting that Co4PPOM should also be a 

more efficient catalyst in the light-driven systems. Indeed, the O2 formation kinetics 

shows this to be the case. 
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Figure 2-11. Kinetics of [Ru(bpy)3]
3+

 reduction to [Ru(bpy)3]
2+

, measured as the 

decrease in absorbance at 670 nm for the noncatalytic reaction (black, no catalyst), 5 μM 

Ru4SiPOM (teal), and 5 μM Co4PPOM (pink). Conditions: 1 mM [Ru(bpy)3]
3+

 (initial), 

80 mM sodium borate buffer, pH 8.0, 20 °C. 

 

In summary, it has been demonstrated that Co4PPOM, a carbon-free molecular 

WOC consisting of only earth-abundant metals, is a very efficient and stable molecular 

catalyst for light-driven water oxidation. Under the same conditions (pH 8), Co4PPOM is 

more efficient than Ru4SiPOM in oxidizing water, and this finding can be attributed to 

the higher turnover frequency of Co4PPOM relative to Ru4SiPOM. 
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Chapter 3 
 

 

Differentiating Homogeneous and Heterogeneous 

Water Oxidation Catalysis: Confirmation that 

[Co4(H2O)2(α-PW9O34)2]
10−

 Is a Molecular Water 

Oxidation Catalyst 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Reproduced with permission from James W. Vickers, Hongjin Lv, Jordan M. Sumliner, 

Guibo Zhu, Zhen Luo, Djamaladdin G. Musaev, Yurii V. Geletii, and Craig L. Hill. J. 

Am. Chem. Soc. 2013, 135, 14110−14118. Copyright 2015 American Chemical Society. 
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3.1 Introduction 

As mentioned in Chapter 1 the production of solar fuel is a consensus goal of the 

research community based on the projected need for enormous quantities of high density 

energy in the coming decades.
1-3

 Central to the production of solar fuels, either by water 

splitting or carbon dioxide reduction is the oxidation of water. This four-electron process  

continues to be viewed as a central challenge in realizing solar fuel generating prototypes 

(electron-donor nanostructures, photoelectrochemical cells, etc.).
4-6

 As a consequence, 

there continues to be exceptional research activity aimed at developing viable (fast, 

selective, stable) both homogeneous
7-25

 and heterogeneous
26-41

 water oxidation catalysts 

(WOCs).
31,40,42-49

  

Pioneering work has provided criteria for distinguishing homogeneous catalysts 

from heterogeneous ones, largely for reactions under reducing conditions.
50-52

 In 

continuation with this effort, a series of new experiments which can be used to not only 

differentiate a homogeneous catalyst from a heterogeneous one under oxidizing 

conditions, but also to distinguish particular molecular species generated in solution 

during turnover have been developed. Furthermore, these techniques can rule out activity 

from decomposition products which are known catalysts, and show which species is 

responsible for the observed catalytic activity. These studies can be divided into two 

categories: (1) those quantifying the amount of catalyst decomposition during catalytic 

turnover or the amount of some decomposition product that could be involved in 

catalysis, and (2) those assessing the kinetic behavior of each catalytically competent 

species as a function of the reaction variables. For reactions in aqueous media, these 

variables include pH, buffer and buffer concentration. The combined knowledge of the 
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quantities and kinetic behaviors of potential catalytic species provides a complete picture 

of which species is responsible for observed catalytic activity, in this case, but not limited 

to water oxidation. 

One of the most promising classes of WOCs are polyoxometalates (POMs) 

because of their oxidative, thermal and tendency towards kinetic hydrolytic (over pH 

ranges dictated by the POM metal) stability. Some of these systems are among the fastest 

WOCs available to date.
53-55

 Recently, several groups have reported POM WOCs based 

on abundant 3d elements (Co and Ni)
56-59

 in addition to earlier Ru-containing POM 

WOCs.
60-64

 After publication of the first precious-metal-free POM WOC, 

[Co4(H2O)2(PW9O34)2]
10-

 (Co4PPOM) in 2010 (henceforth “HG”),
65-66

 and a follow up 

paper examining its activity in a light-driven system, its stability, as well as the nature of 

the active species became the subject of multiple investigations over a range of  

 

Table 3-1. Experimental conditions from various studies examining catalytic activity and 

stability of Co4PPOM. 

SF SSB HG Science HG  JACS This Work 

Electrochemical 

1.1 V vs 

Ag/AgCl 

Nanosecond 

Flash 

Photolysis 

Dark 

(stoichiometric 

oxidant) 

Photochemical 

420-470 nm 

Xe lamp 16.8 

mW 

Photochemical 

455 nm LED 

17 mW 

pH = 8.0 

100 mM NaPi 

500 µM 

Co4PPOM 

pH = 8.0 

80 mM NaPi 

50 µM 

Co4PPOM 

0.05 mM 

[Ru(bpy)3]
2+

 

5.0 mM 

Na2S2O8 

pH = 8.0 

30 mM NaPi 

3.2 µM 

Co4PPOM 

1.5 mM 

[Ru(bpy)3]
3+

 

pH = 8.0 

80 mM NaBi 

5 µM 

Co4PPOM 

1.0 mM 

[Ru(bpy)3]
2+

 

5.0 mM 

Na2S2O8 

pH = 8.0 

80 mM NaBi 

2 µM 

Co4PPOM 

1.0 mM 

[Ru(bpy)3]
2+

 

5.0 mM 

Na2S2O8 

TON calculated 

as 0.363 

O2 not 

measured 
TON = 78.1 TON = 224 TON = 302 ± 1 
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experimental conditions (Table 3-1). The initial claim of a fast, stable, molecular WOC 

was first brought into question by Stracke and Finke (Stracke and Finke, J. Am. Chem. 

Soc., 2011, 133, 14872, henceforth “SF”) who, in electrochemical experiments, 

demonstrated that, the activity of Co4PPOM could be explained by the formation of 

CoOx films on the electrode surface. Another group (Scandola, Sartorel, Bonchio et al., 

Chem. Commun., 2012, 48, 8808, henceforth “SSB”) studied Co4PPOM by nanosecond 

flash photolysis experiments suggesting that the catalyst was a soluble molecular species, 

but that it was not Co4PPOM. These three studies report on the WOC activity of 

Co4PPOM in different systems using different techniques and draw conflicting 

conclusions. A follow-up paper by Finke and coworkers has revisited their previous 

work.
67

 While Co4PPOM has been well documented to be hydrolytically unstable above 

pH 7.5-8.0 in sodium phosphate buffer,
68-70

 its kinetic stability under water oxidation 

conditions remains a subject of debate. A recent review noted, a general need to address 

in detail the fate of Co4PPOM under a variety of conditions.
71

 Thus Co4PPOM makes a 

prime example of a system where there is need to differentiate an initial molecular 

species from its various possible decomposition products which are also known catalysts. 

 

3.2 Experimental 

3.2.1 General methods and materials 

[Ru(bpy)3]Cl2.H2O, sodium peroxydisulfate, and all other chemicals were of the 

highest purity available from commercial sources. [Ru(bpy)3]Cl2∙H2O was recrystallized 

from 5 mL DI-water before use
 
and [Ru(bpy)3](ClO4)3 was prepared as previously 

reported.
72

 Electronic absorption spectra were recorded using Agilent 8453 
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spectrophotometer. Infrared spectra (2 % sample in KBr pellet) were recorded with a 

Nicolet TM 6700 FT-IR spectrometer. The fast reactions were studied using a Hi-Tech 

KinetAsyst Stopped Flow SF-61SX2 instrument equipped with a diode array detector 

operating in wavelength range 400-700 nm. Stopped flow was performed as described in 

Chapter 2. Catalytic light-driven water oxidation was performed as described in 

Chapter 2 except that the light source here was a 455 nm LED adjusted to 17 mW with a 

beam diameter of 0.5 cm. 

 

3.2.2 Synthesis of Co4PPOM from ∆-PW9O34 and Co
2+

 in borate buffer 

Although Co4PPOM has been prepared in one pot synthesis
65

 and previously in a 

multi-step procedure, an experiment was conducted to show that 

[Co4(H2O)2(PW9O34)2]
10-

 (Co4PPOM) can form kinetically even under conditions where 

it is not fully stable hydrolytically. Specifically Co4PPOM was prepared in NaBi solution 

as follows: Na9[A-PW9O34]∙4H2O was synthesized according to the published method.
73

 

The ∆-PW9O34 (a mixture of A- and B-type) was prepared by baking the dried solid of A-

PW9O34 at 140 °C for 6 hours.
66

 A 116 mg sample of Co(NO3)2∙6H2O was dissolved in 

10 mL of borate buffer (0.1 M, pH 8) solution, and then 0.5 g of ∆-PW9O34 was added in 

small portions with gentle stirring. The mixture was heated to 80 
°
C until a homogeneous 

purple solution was obtained, and then it was kept at 80 
°
C for an additional 10 min. Slow 

evaporation at room temperature resulted in 0.3 g (54.5% yield) of purple crystalline 

solid after about 5 days. X-ray crystallography was used to solve the crystal structure of 

the resulting product and its purity was checked by FT-IR and EA as in previous work. 
65

 

3.2.3 Cathodic adsorptive stripping voltammetry 
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Cathodic adsorptive stripping voltammetry (CAdSV) was performed with slight 

modifications to the literature method.
74

 A bismuth film glassy carbon electrode was 

prepared by applying a -0.25 V potential (vs Ag/AgCl, 3M NaCl, BASi) for 45 s, using 

the clean electrode function in the software, while stirring, to a 1 M HCl solution 

containing 0.02 M Bi(NO3)3•5H2O and 0.5 M LiBr. The electrode was then rinsed with 

water and immediately immersed into a solution containing the desired buffer and 0.1 

mM DMG. Differential pulse voltammetry (DPV) was then performed with the following 

parameters: Accumulation occurred at -0.7 V, for 60 s with stirring at 300 rpm, followed 

by a quiet period without stirring for 15 s. The voltammogram was then recorded from -

0.7 V to -1.3 V at ν = 10 mV/s, a pulse potential = 50 mV and step potential = 2 mV.   

 

 

Figure 3-1. CAdSV NaPi buffer calibration curve. Cathodic adsorptive stripping 

voltammetry with bismuth film glassy carbon electrode and 0.1 mM DMG. 

Voltammogram peak current (ip) recorded from -0.7 V to -1.3 V at ν = 10 mV/s, pulse 

potential = 50 mV and step potential = 2 mV. With Co(NO3)2 in NaPi buffer. R
2
 = 0.9871 
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Calibration curves using Co(NO3)2•6H2O as the source of Co
2+

(aq) were prepared 

for NaPi (Figure 3-1) and borate buffers (Figure 3-2) to reduce possible interference 

effects from the buffer. In all cases, the peak current (ip) was used to determine the 

concentration of cobalt present. 

 

 

Figure 3-2. CAdSV Borate buffer calibration curve. Cathodic adsorptive stripping 

voltammetry with bismuth film glassy carbon electrode and 0.1 mM DMG. 

Voltammogram peak current (ip) recorded from -0.7 V to -1.3 V at ν = 10 mV/s, pulse 

potential = 50 mV and step potential = 2 mV. With Co(NO3)2 in NaBi. R
2
 = 0.9899 

 

3.2.4 Synthesis of tetraheptylammonium nitrate (THpANO3) and 

extraction of Co4PPOM from post-reaction solution 

  

The THpANO3 was synthesized from the reaction of tetra-n-heptylammonium 

bromide (THpABr) with AgNO3. Typically, an aqueous solution (10 mL of H2O) of 

AgNO3 (40 mg) was added to a solution of THpABr (110 mg) in toluene. The resulting 

mixture was shaken vigorously forming light yellow AgBr. The colorless organic layer 
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was filtered to remove AgBr precipitate before use. The catalyst Co4PPOM was 

extracted from the post-reaction solution using the resulting solution of THpANO3 in 

toluene. The Co4PPOM-free reaction solution was then recharged with 2.4 mg Na2S2O8 

before repeating the light-driven water oxidation reaction. A control experiment was 

conducted to ensure that the extraction did not in itself affect the O2 yield (Figure 3-3). 

The extraction procedure was conducted on the buffer solution before the catalyst was 

added, solid Co4PPOM was added and the reaction was conducted as normal. 

 

 

Figure 3-3. Kinetics of light-driven catalytic O2 evolution from water catalyzed by 

Co4PPOM in 0.12 M borate buffer at pH 8. Conditions: 5.0 mM Na2S2O8, 1.0 mM 

[Ru(bpy)3]Cl2. Teal open circles, 2 μM Co4PPOM initial run; teal solid circles, 2 μM 

Co4PPOM second run; pink solid squares, extraction of the 2 μM Co4PPOM solution in 

borate buffer with a toluene solution of THpANO3, followed by addition of [Ru(bpy)3]Cl2 

and Na2S2O8; black triangles, the aqueous catalyst solution after the first run followed by 

extraction using a toluene solution of THpANO3; pink open squares, control reaction 

where 2 µM Co4PPOM solution in borate buffer extracted by a toluene solution of 

THpANO3, followed by addition of 2 μM Co4PPOM, [Ru(bpy)3]Cl2 and Na2S2O8. 
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3.2.5 Measurement of Co
2+

(aq) from Co4PPOM 

Co4PPOM was aged in the desired buffer, and then a 1.5 mL aliquot of this 

solution was added to 1.5 mL of the same buffer containing 0.1 mM dimethylglyoxime 

(DMG). DPV was immediately performed as described above. The concentration 

determined from the calibration curve was then multiplied by 2 to account for dilution. 

Complete results are presented below in Table 3-2. 

 

Table 3-2. Cathodic adsorptive stripping voltammetry for quantification of Co
2+

(aq) from 

aged Co4PPOM, in buffer at pH 8. Conditions: Bismuth film glassy carbon electrode and 

0.1 mM DMG. Voltammogram peak current (ip) recorded from -0.7 V to -1.3 V at ν = 10 

mV/s, pulse potential = 50 mV and step potential = 2 mV.  

Entry 
[Co4PPOM] 

(μM) 

Buffer type, pH, 

concentration  

(mM) 

Aging time in 

buffer (h) 

[Co
2+

(aq)], 

(μM) 
Reference 

1 2 NaBi, 8, 80 3 0.07 ± 0.01 This work 

2 2 NaPi, 8, 80 3 0.54 ± 0.04 This work 

3 2.5 NaPi, 8, 100 1 0.25 ± 0.06 
SF ACS 

Catalysis
67

 

4 500 NaPi, 8, 80 3 56 ± 2 SF JACS
75

 

 

3.2.6 Inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometry 

Inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometry (ICP-MS) was performed by 

Galbraith Laboratories, Inc. (Knoxville, TN, USA) with a Perkin Elmer Sciex Elan 6100 

ICP Mass Spectrometer. Samples were diluted as needed, then introduced to the 

instrument via peristaltic pump and cross flow II nebulizer. 

Samples were prepared as above for catalytic light-driven water oxidation. They 

were allowed to age for the desired time before the extraction procedure was performed 
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as above. The remaining solution was then submitted for analysis. Complete results are 

presented below in Table 3-3. 

Table 3-3. Inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometry for solution with Co4PPOM, 

in buffer at pH 8 aged as noted.  

Entry Co4PPOM (μM) Aging time (h) Buffer Co after extraction 

(μM) 

1 500 16 0.1 M NaBi 18 ± 1 

2 500 16 0.1 M NaPi 93 ± 5 

3 2 3 0.08 M NaBi 0.07 ± 0.01 

4 2 3 0.08 M NaPi 0.44 ± 0.02 

 

 

3.2.7 Dynamic light scattering 

Reaction solutions were prepared as in standard catalytic light driven procedure. 

Buffer solution was filtered prior to addition of reagents. Spectra were collected on a 

Zetasizer Nano ZS 90 instrument (Malvern Instruments Ltd, UK) after one run. The 

particle sizes suitable for measurement by this instrument range from 0.3 to 5000 nm 

(diameter) with a limit of detection (LoD) of 0.1 ppm. 

As mentioned in previous work, the concentration of the catalyst and 

[Ru(bpy)3]Cl2 is limited by the formation of an insoluble adduct between Co4PPOM and 

[Ru(bpy)3]
2+

. To quantify at what concentration an appreciable amount of this complex 

forms, DLS was used. To a solution containing 1.0 mM [Ru(bpy)3]
2+

, 5.0 mM Na2S2O8 in 

80 mM borate buffers filtered through a Millipore Millex-FX Phobic PTFE 0.45 µm 

syringe filter was added aliquots of 1.0 mM Co4PPOM in water. Resulting solution was 

analyzed by DLS for particles above the limit of detection (Figure 3-4). 
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Figure 3-4. Particle size distribution (intensity %) obtained from dynamic light scattering 

measurement for solutions containing 1 mM Ru(bpy)3
2+

 in 80 mM NaBi (pH = 8), 5.0 

mM Na2S2O8, with added Co4PPOM. Amount added < 5.5 μM Co4PPOM (left) or ≥ 5.5 

μM Co4PPOM (right). 

 

3.2.8 Electronic absorption 

Solutions of Co4PPOM were dissolved in desired buffer solution and spectra 

were collected in a quartz cuvette (1 or 10 cm path length). Solutions were filtered prior 

to use. Absorbance at 580 nm was corrected by subtracting the absorbance at 800 nm.  

 

3.2.9 Measurement of Co
2+

(aq) from Co4PPOM 

Co4PPOM was aged in the desired buffer, and then a 1.5 mL aliquot of this 

solution was added to 1.5 mL of the same buffer containing 0.1 mM DMG. DPV was 

immediately performed as described above. The concentration determined from the 

calibration curve was then multiplied by 2 to account for dilution. Complete results are 

presented below in Table 3-2. 
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3.2.10 Catalyst reusability test 

 After completion of the first reaction cycle, the same amount of NaS2O8, 2.38 mg, 

was added for the second run. The reaction was run with an initial buffer concentration of 

120 mM such that the buffer capacity is not depleted over the second run but decreases 

O2 yield.  

 

3.2.11 Electrochemical synthesis of CoOx 

Authentic CoOx was prepared by anodic deposition on fluorine doped tin oxide 

(FTO), (TEC-15 Hartford Glass Co.) at 1 V (vs Ag/AgCl, 3M NaCl) from 0.5 mM 

Co(NO3)2 •6H2O in 0.1 M pH 7 sodium phosphate buffer solution as previously 

described.
30

 CoOx was dried in air and then removed from the FTO electrode with a razor 

blade. Typically, 2-3 mg of CoOx was formed during electrolysis. The CoOx powder was 

suspended in water and sonicated for 10 minutes before doing a catalytic reaction.  

 

3.2.12 Co4PPOM decomposition 

To correctly interpret the kinetics of decomposition of Co4PPOM (measured as 

the decrease in absorbance at 580 nm, Figure 3-5), it is necessary to take into account the 

spectra of decomposition products which may overlap with the Co4PPOM spectrum, and 

change the observed spectral shape. No such changes were observed under conditions in 

Figure 3-5. To increase the reaction conversion in order to obtain sufficient 
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decomposition for quantification by UV-Vis we aged the solutions of 0.5 mM Co4PPOM 

in 80 mM borate buffer (pH 8) at 60 °C for 10 hours. The initial and final spectra (after 

correction for the base line) are presented in Figure 3-6. The analysis of these spectra 

showed that decomposition products absorb light in the range 450-550 nm and the 

contribution of Co
2+

(aq) is negligibly small. Thus, the decrease in absorbance at 580 nm 

can be safely assigned to the decrease of Co4PPOM concentration (ε580 = 170±10 M
-1

cm
-

1
). 

 

Figure 3-5. Normalized peak absorbance at 580 nm of Co4PPOM as a function of time. 

Conditions: 0.5 mM Co4PPOM in 0.03 and 0.1 M NaPi (teal dotted and solid lines, 

respectively), in 0.1 M sodium borate buffer 0.45 and 0.8 mM Co4PPOM at pH 8 and 9 

(black solid and dotted lines, respectively); 1.15 mM Co4PPOM in 0.05 M CAPS buffer 

at pH 10 (pink); 25 ºC. 
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. 

Figure 3-6. The spectra of 0.5 mM Co4PPOM in 80 mM borate buffer at pH 8.0 

before (black) and after 10 hours aging (teal) at 60 °C. 

 

Summary of Experiments from Yin, Q, et. al. Science 2010, 328, 342. (HG) that 

are all consistent with molecular Co4PPOM being the principal WOC and not CoOx or 

Co
2+

(aq) under those conditions:  

The (1) UV-Vis of Co4PPOM showed no change at 30 mM NaPi pH = 8 over a 1-

month period and at pH from 3.5 to 9 showed no change over 1 day (Note, it is shown 

here, as has SF, that there is a small change in the UV-vis spectra as discussed in the 

main text). (2) The 
31

P NMR spectrum (unique chemical shift) of Co4PPOM showed no 

change at 30 mM NaPi pH = 8 over a 1-month period and at pH from 3.5 to 9 showed no 

change over 1 day. (3) Experiments in HG were done in the presence of bpy which 

chelates any Co
2+

(aq) forming coordinately saturated and catalytically inert [Co(bpy)3]
2+

 

(log β3 = 16.02)
76

 which completely eliminates water oxidation activity by Co
2+

(aq) and 

has only minimal effect on Co4PPOM.  The (4) 
31

P NMR spectrum and (5) FTIR spectra 

of Co4PPOM are identical before after catalytic reaction. (6) Neither the initial rate nor 
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the rate behavior of the catalyst recovered after reaction was changed relative to the fresh 

catalyst. (7) Co4PPOM shows no decrease in activity towards electrochemically 

generated Ru(bpy)3
n+

 after catalysis, while Co
2+

 shows a marked decrease.
65

  

 

3.3 Results 

3.3.1 Quantification of active species leached from the initial molecular 

catalyst  

Cobalt oxides (henceforth “CoOx”) and aqueous cobalt ions are the simplest and 

most likely decomposition products of Co4PPOM and are known WOCs.
29,30,72

 Thus it 

was important to test the hypothesis that some cobalt containing species or cobalt oxides, 

in amounts that have been shown to be present, might be able to account for the O2 yields 

we observe. The results herein show that they cannot. These cobalt containing species 

(Coapp) are defined in SF as,
77

 “whether it is just aqueous Co
2+

, a Co(II)-POM fragment, 

or conceivably some other Co(II)-containing species.” 

The first step in examining whether decomposition products of Co4PPOM are 

able to account for the observed catalysis is quantifying the amount of decomposition and 

the decomposition products formed. To this end two techniques have been developed. We 

conducted an analysis showing quantitatively that the maximum amount of Coapp present 

in solutions of Co4PPOM and the equivalent quantity of CoOx formed from this Coapp do 

not account for the observed catalytic water oxidation rates. Previous work
75

 estimated 

decomposition based on the decrease in absorbance at 580 nm from a solution of 

Co4PPOM. Due to the low molar absorptivity of Co4PPOM, high concentrations (≥500 

µM) are required to obtain a sufficient absorbance. However, these experimental 
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conditions do not convincingly reflect conditions where Co4PPOM was reported to be 

catalytically active (~5 µM, complete listing in Table 3-1). To more accurately quantify 

the amount of Coapp present in solution when Co4PPOM is aged in catalytic conditions 

(low concentrations), CAdSV, a technique that has been recently applied to similar 

systems,
75

 was used as described by the general procedure above. This technique has 

been reported to determine the amount of Coapp in a high Co4PPOM concentration 

sodium phosphate buffered system,
75

 as well as at 2.5 μM in the same buffer,
67

 released 

as a function of aging time. After aging 2 μM of Co4PPOM in 80 mM pH 8 borate buffer 

for 3 h, the concentration of Coapp was found to be 0.07 ± 0.01 μM. Complete results are 

listed in Table 3-2.  

A second new and general method to address catalysis by soluble molecular 

species (POMs or otherwise) versus insoluble metal oxides or soluble hydrated metal 

cations as catalysts for reactions in aqueous solution has been devised and is reported 

here. This method is a two-step process where a soluble, anionic catalyst is separated 

from solution containing all species present during turnover, then the remaining Coapp in 

solution are quantified. Here, a toluene solution of THpANO3 is used to extract 

Co4PPOM from the aqueous layer. THpA
+
 is well known to quantitatively extract most 

POMs from the aqueous phase to a second toluene phase.
78

 This extraction technique was 

applied to the aqueous solution of Co4PPOM after light-driven catalytic water oxidation 

and this removal of Co4PPOM effectively stops catalysis decreasing catalytic water 

oxidation by ~ 98 %, (experimental section, Figure 3-7, and Figure 3-3, black triangles). 

Control experiments show that neither the extraction method nor the presence of residual 

toluene or THpA
+

 significantly affect catalysis by Co
2+

(aq), or CoOx (Figure 3-7). 
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Catalysis of Co4PPOM is also not significantly affected by residual toluene or THpA
+
 

(Figure 3-3, pink open squares). Extraction of Co4PPOM before catalytic reaction 

reduces the O2 yield to effectively zero.  

 

 

Figure 3-7. Kinetics of light-driven catalytic O2 evolution from water catalyzed by CoOx 

and Co(NO3)2 in 0.12 M borate buffer at pH 8. Conditions: 5.0 mM Na2S2O8, 1.0 mM 

[Ru(bpy)3]Cl2. Pink solid diamonds: 2 μM Co(NO3)2 initial run. Pink empty diamonds: 

control reaction where 2 μM Co(NO3)2 solution in borate buffer extracted by a toluene 

solution of THpANO3, followed by addition of [Ru(bpy)3]Cl2 and Na2S2O8; Teal solid 

circles: CoOx (containing 8 μM equivalents of Co
2+

) initial run. Teal empty circles: 

control reaction where CoOx suspension in borate buffer extracted by a toluene solution 

of THpANO3, followed by addition of [Ru(bpy)3]Cl2 and Na2S2O8 to return to starting 

concentrations. 

 

After extraction of Co4PPOM from solutions aged in buffer, inductively coupled 

ICP-MS was performed to quantify the amount of Coapp.
79

 Aging 2 μM of Co4PPOM in 

80 mM pH 8 sodium borate buffer for 3 h, followed by the extraction technique, yielded a 
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concentration of Coapp at 0.07 ± 0.01 μM remaining in the reaction solution, exactly as 

was found by CAdSV above. Complete results and procedure reported in Table 3-3. 

In order to gauge the catalytic role of the quantified cobalt containing species, 

water oxidation was conducted either by dark-reaction where reaction kinetics are 

monitored by decrease in absorbance of sacrificial oxidant [Ru(bpy)3]
3+

, or the light-

driven method monitored by GC with [Ru(bpy)3]
2+

 as a photosensitizer and Na2S2O8 as a 

sacrificial electron acceptor with visible light. Both methods were previously reported
65,80

 

and are fully elaborated in Chapter 2. To show that ~ 0.07 µM Coapp, the amount 

quantified by both CAdSV and extraction followed by ICP-MS could not account for the 

observed catalytic activity, several control experiments were conducted. Co(NO3)2 was 

used to approximate Coapp, as was done previously by SF. Addition of 0.10 µM 

Co(NO3)2, nearly twice the amount of Coapp, to a buffered solution of 2 µM Co4PPOM 

produces less than 5 % increase on the overall rate of [Ru(bpy)3]
3+

 reduction (dark-

reaction): compare the blue dashed curve in Figure 3-8 and the pink solid curve which 

has no added Co(NO3)2. Similar results were obtained under light-driven conditions, 

where water oxidation by 0.15 µM Co(NO3)2, twice the amount found to be present by 

both techniques, gives a negligible O2 yield and addition of 0.15 µM Co(NO3)2 to 2 µM 

Co4PPOM shows no effect on the kinetics or yield of oxygen evolution (Figure 3-9). 

Furthermore, increasing the concentration of the added Co(NO3)2 to 0.5 µM (teal dashed 

curve) increases the overall rate of the reaction by ~ 15 %. Thus, the concentration of 

Co(NO3)2 can be made so great that it effects the catalysis, but even at this elevated level, 

more than seven times higher than what is found to exist in solution, the majority of 

catalysis still derives from Co4PPOM.  
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Figure 3-8. Kinetics of [Ru(bpy)3]
3+

 reduction in 80 mM sodium borate buffer at pH 8.0 

and 25 °C, measured as the decrease in absorbance at 670 nm: No catalyst (black), 2.0 

µM Co4PPOM (pink), 0.5 µM Co(NO3)2 (solid teal), 2.0 µM Co4PPOM in the presence 

of 0.10 µM Co(NO3)2 (blue dashed), 2.0 µM Co4PPOM in the presence of 0.50 µM 

Co(NO3)2 (dashed teal) 

 

Figure 3-9. Kinetics of light-driven catalytic O2 evolution from water catalyzed by 

Co4PPOM and Co(NO3)2. Conditions: 5.0 mM Na2S2O8, 1.0 mM [Ru(bpy)3]Cl2. 2.0 μM 

Co4PPOM (teal) , 2.0 μM Co4PPOM + 0.15 μM Co(NO3)2 (pink), 0.15 μM Co(NO3)2 

(black) all in 120 mM borate buffer, and 0.15 μM Co(NO3)2 (blue) in 80 mM borate 

buffer. Initial pH = 8.0, total volume 2.0 mL. 
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3.3.2 Behavioral distinction between a molecular catalyst and 

decomposition product catalysts  

 

Examining behavioral differences between each catalytically competent species 

under specific conditions provides further evidence to differentiate Co4PPOM from 

Coapp, CoOx, or other possible decomposition products. By analyzing differences in the 

kinetics of the dark reaction or the yields of the light-driven reaction, when changing only 

a single variable of the conditions, we can determine the identity of the catalytically 

active species. Several additional control experiments to compare the catalytic behavior 

of freshly prepared and aged solutions of Co4PPOM and Co(NO3)2 were performed.  

 

 

Figure 3-10. The kinetics of O2 formation catalyzed by 2 μM Co4PPOM (teal triangles) 

or 2 μM Co(NO3)2 (pink circles) in 80 mM borate buffers (dashed curves at pH 8 and 

solid curves at pH 9). Conditions: 1.0 mM [Ru(bpy)3]
2+

, 5.0 mM Na2S2O8. 

 

First, it has been established that these two species have quite different time profiles for 

O2 formation and [Ru(bpy)3]
3+

 reduction. Similar findings were reported for the kinetics 

of Co
2+

(aq) as a WOC.
81

 Second, it was confirmed, that water oxidation by Co(NO3)2 
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exhibits an induction period, as observed by a characteristic sigmoidal-shape (teal curve, 

Figure 3-8), indicating that the initial Co(NO3)2 is a precursor of a catalytically active 

species. In contrast Co4PPOM shows no induction period (pink solid and blue dashed 

curve Figures 3-8, 3-10, and 3-11). 

 

 

Figure 3-11. Left panel: stopped flow kinetics of catalytic [Ru(bpy)3]
3+

 reduction in 80 

mM sodium borate buffer at pH 8.0 and 25 °C: No catalyst (purple), 1 and 3 µM 

Co4PPOM (black and teal, respectively), 0.5 and 1.0 µM Co(NO3)2 (pink and blue, 

respectively). Right panel: the rate of catalytic [Ru(bpy)3]
3+

 reduction as a function of 

time in 80 mM sodium borate buffer at pH 8.0 and 25 °C: No catalyst (purple), 1 and 3 

µM Co4PPOM (black and teal respectively), 0.5 and 1.0 µM Co(NO3)2 (pink and blue, 

respectively).  

 

Third, the pH dependence of Co4PPOM and other species were compared. In 

general, different pH dependencies of O2 yields are consistent with the presence of 

different catalytically active species during turnover. Therefore, the response of a 

catalytic system to pH change can and should be used to probe the nature of the catalyst 

in aqueous media. Here, the pH dependence of O2 yields for Co4PPOM, Co
2+

(aq) and 

CoOx catalysts were compared. As seen in Table 3-4, the activity of Co4PPOM strongly 

depends on pH: lines 10 and 11 show that when the pH increases from 7.2 to 8.0, with all 
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other conditions held constant, the yield increases by over an order of magnitude. In 

contrast, the O2 yield from both Co(NO3)2 and CoOx is weakly dependent on pH: under 

the same conditions the yields increase by only about two- and three-fold respectively. 

The different dependences on pH provide further evidence that the catalytic activity 

observed from Co4PPOM is not due to either Co
2+

(aq) or CoOx.  

 

 
Figure 3-12. The reduction of 0.83 mM [Ru(bpy)3]

3+
 catalyzed by 5 µM Co4PPOM 

freshly prepared (solid lines) and aged in buffer solutions for 1.5 h (dashed lines): 0.1 M 

sodium phosphate (pink lines) or borate buffer (teal lines) at pH 8. The self-

decomposition of [Ru(bpy)3]
3+

 in the absence of the Co4PPOM is in phosphate and 

borate (pink and teal dotted lines respectively).  

 

Fourth, the behavioral dependence in different buffers was studied. The overall 

rate of Co4PPOM loss is faster in NaPi than in NaBi as seen in high concentrations 

quantified by UV-Vis (Figure 3-5). The decrease in absorbance is also slower in the 

presence of CAPS buffer, where Co4PPOM shows only slight decomposition even at pH 

10.
69

 The amount of Coapp quantified by ICP-MS and CAdSV at lower, catalytic 
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conditions corroborates this relationship (over 6 fold greater [Coapp] for both techniques 

in NaPi over NaBi, Tables 3-2 and 3-3). The effect of aging Co4PPOM solutions in 

buffer on the catalytic activity under HG conditions was also examined. Data show that 

the kinetic curves for reduction of 0.83 mM [Ru(bpy)3]
3+

 by 2 µM Co4PPOM are nearly 

identical for both freshly prepared and 1.5 h-aged solutions in 0.1 M NaPi or NaBi at pH 

8.0 suggesting that any Coapp has little effect on catalytic activity (Figure 3-12). The 

photochemical reactions give similar results where the catalytic solutions in both NaBi 

and NaPi show only a minimal decrease in TON after several hours of aging (Table 3-4 

entries 2 and 3, 6 and 7 respectively).  

In addition to the dependence on the nature of the buffer, the concentration of the 

buffer was also investigated as a fifth behavioral test. If the concentration of NaPi is that 

in HG, the decrease in absorbance for Co4PPOM is ~ 2.5 % compared to ~ 7.5 % when 

the concentration of NaPi is increased to that used in SF (after 16 h of aging). A similar 

trend is observed in catalytic water oxidation activities; when the concentration of NaPi is 

increased from 80 mM to 100 mM, the TON decreases from 125 ± 1 to 44 ± 3 (entries 6 

and 10, Table 3-4). Importantly, Co4PPOM and Co
2+

(aq) show the opposite buffer-

concentration dependence when NaBi is used. When the concentration of NaBi is 

increased from 80 mM to 120 mM with all other conditions held constant, the TON 

increases from 302 ± 1 to 399 ± 4 for Co4PPOM (entries 2 and 4, Table 3-4), and 

decreases from 509 ± 5 to 423 ± 11 for Co
2+

(aq) (entries 14 and 15, Table 3-4). Thus, the 

nature of buffer, its concentration, and pH of the solution are all critical parameters in the 

decomposition of Co4PPOM and, in general, POM-metal oxide equilibria. 
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Figure 3-13. Kinetics of light-driven catalytic O2 evolution from water catalyzed by 

Co4PPOM and Co(NO3)2 in 0.12 M borate buffer at pH 8. Conditions: 5.0 mM Na2S2O8, 

1.0 mM [Ru(bpy)3]Cl2, 2.0 μM Co4PPOM (teal) or 2.0 μM (black) or 8 μM Co(NO3)2 

(pink). Initial pH = 8.0, total volume 2.0 mL, 120 mM borate buffer. The curves with 

solid icons are for the second run after addition of another portion of 5.0 mM Na2S2O8 to 

bring the solution to its original concentration.  

 

As a sixth behavioral metric, when the photochemical reactions were completed, a 

second identical molar amount of Na2S2O8 was added. This provides a test of the 

reusability of the entire catalytic system (buffer, [Ru(bpy)3]Cl2, etc.) and not solely the 

catalyst. The addition of a second aliquot of Na2S2O8 to the Co4PPOM solution results in 

a 43.6 ± 2 % drop in O2 yield relative to the first run (entries 4-5 in Table 3-4 and Figure 

3-15). The lower O2 yield in the second runs results primarily from partial decomposition 

of the [Ru(bpy)3]Cl2 photosensitizer (Figure 3-14), and a slight decrease of pH from the 

water oxidation reaction itself. In contrast, Co(NO3)2 shows a dramatically deceased O2 

yield in the second run (76.1 ± 0.9 % drop relative to the first run, entries 15-16 in Table 

3-4 and Figure 3-13). Although 8 µM Co(NO3)2 (same Co equivalents as that of 2 µM 
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Co4PPOM) gives a higher O2 yield in the first run; the second run produces far less O2 

than for the Co4PPOM-catalyzed reactions (75 ± 3 % drop relative to the first run, entries 

17-18 in Table 3-4 and Figure 3-13).  

 

 

Figure 3-14. Left: the GC/TCD signal of gas products at the end of reaction. Right: the 

UV-vis absorbance of the reaction solution before (black) and after (red) photocatalytic 

water oxidation. Conditions: 5.0 mM Na2S2O8, 50 μM [Ru(bpy)3]Cl2, 50 μM Co4PPOM 

in 80 mM NaPi pH = 8.0 buffer, reaction time: 11 min.  

 

A seventh new probe addresses particle formation during water oxidation 

catalyzed by Co4PPOM, and Coapp in separate reactions. Detecting the formation of 

nanoparticles has been well established as a crucial component in distinguishing 

homogeneous species from heterogeneous ones.
82

 DLS studies of the post-water-

oxidation catalytic solutions, confirm that no CoOx particles result from water oxidation 

catalyzed by Co4PPOM above the LoD, while those catalyzed by Co
2+

(aq) do produce 

particles which are presumably CoOx (Figure 3-15). This finding is consistent with the 

observation of others,
83

 indicating that CoOx is not the actual catalyst under HG turnover 

conditions  
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Figure 3-15. Particle size distribution (intensity %) obtained from dynamic light 

scattering measurement for post-reaction solutions containing 2 μM Co4PPOM (left) or 

Co(NO3)2 (right) as catalyst, 1 mM [Ru(bpy)3]
2+

 in 80 mM borate buffer (pH = 8), 5.0 

mM Na2S2O8. 

 

In summary, these collective experiments establish that when both Coapp and 

Co4PPOM are present in solution, the vast majority of catalytic activity — assessed 

either by [Ru(bpy)3]
3+

 reduction, or by photochemical O2 production, is accounted for by 

Co4PPOM. Furthermore each catalyst exhibits unique kinetic behavior as a function of 

pH, buffer identity, and buffer concentration. These experiments should be helpful in 

many other investigations of POM catalysis, particularly in water, to identify the active 

catalyst. These include but are not limited to other WOC systems. 
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Table 3-4. Light-driven water oxidation activity of Co4PPOM, Co
2+

(aq) and amorphous 

CoOx as a function of pH, buffer and buffer concentration.  

Entry Complex 

Complex   

concentration 

(μM) 

pH 
Buffer 

(mM) 
TON 

O2 yield 

(%) 

1 Co4PPOM 2 9.0 80 NaBi 410±4 32.8±0.3 

2 Co4PPOM 2 8.0 80 NaBi 302±1 24.2±0.1 

3 Co4PPOM
||
 2 8.0 80 NaBi 290±4 23.2±0.2 

4 Co4PPOM 2 8.0 120 NaBi 399±4 31.9±0.4 

5* Co4PPOM 2 7.6 120 NaBi 226±4 18±0.3 

6 Co4PPOM 2 8.0 80 NaPi 125±1 9.9±0.1 

7 Co4PPOM
||
 2 8.0 80 NaPi 130±2 10.4±0.2 

8
‡
 Co4PPOM 50 8.0 80 NaPi 0.35±0.11 0.71±0.22 

9
‡
 Co4PPOM

||
 50 8.0 80 NaPi 0.38±0.02 0.75±0.04 

10 Co4PPOM 2 8.0 100 NaPi 44±3 3.6 ± 0.2 

11 Co4PPOM 2 7.2 100 NaPi 4.3±0.1 0.34±0.01 

12 Co4PPOM 2 6.2 100 NaPi 2.8±0.2 0.23±0.02 

13 Co(NO3)2 2 9.0 80 NaBi 596±8 47.7±0.6 

14 Co(NO3)2 2 8.0 80 NaBi 509±5 40.8±0.5 

15 Co(NO3)2 2 8.0 120 NaBi 423±11 33.9±0.9 

16* Co(NO3)2 2 7.6 120 NaBi 100±1 8.1±0.1 

17 Co(NO3)2 8 8.0 120 NaBi 600±11 48±1 

18* Co(NO3)2 8 7.6 120 NaBi 160±11 12.8±1.1 

19 Co(NO3)2 2 8.0 80 NaPi 7.7±0.2 0.61±0.01 

20 Co(NO3)2 2 8.0 100 NaPi 6.4± 0.4 0.51±0.04 

21 Co(NO3)2 2 7.2 100 NaPi 3.4±0.1 0.27±0.01 

22 Co(NO3)2 2 6.2 100 NaPi 0.5±0.04 0.04±0.01 

23 CoOx
†
 8

§
 9.0 80 NaBi 40±3 3.2±0.1 

24 CoOx
†
 8

§
 8.0 80 NaBi 144±2 11.5±0.1 

25 CoOx
†
 8

§
 8.0 100 NaPi 2.6±0.6 0.19±0.02 

26 CoOx
†
 8

§
 7.2 100 NaPi 0.78±0.08 0.07±0.01 

27 CoOx
†
 8

§
 6.2 100 NaPi 0.25±0.01 0.02±0.001 

Conditions unless otherwise noted: 1 mM Ru(bpy)3
2+

, 5 mM Na2S2O8, 455 nm LED light, 
||
Aged 3h in the corresponding buffer solution. *Catalyst reusability test: 2.38 mg 

Na2S2O8 added for the second run. 
‡
SSB conditions (50 μM [Ru(bpy)3]

2+
 and 50 μM 

Co4PPOM). 
†
CoOx was prepared electrochemically. 

§
Not soluble, suspension obtained 

after 10 min of sonication, 8 μM equivalents of Co
2+

 used for catalytic reaction. Errors 

are calculated as standard deviation from multiple runs.   
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3.4 Discussion 

3.4.1 Equilibrium aspects of POM systems  

Molecular catalysts represent a growing portion of water oxidation studies. While 

molecular WOCs have been and are now typically coordination complexes or 

organometallic compounds with one or more transition metals, several POM WOCs have 

been reported recently as noted in Chapter 1.
59

 POMs, metal oxides, and soluble 

hydrated metal cations constitute equilibrium systems; under some conditions (pH, ionic 

strength, buffer and buffer concentration) the metal oxides are more stable, and the POMs 

convert to metal oxides; under other conditions, the POMs are more stable and metal 

oxides and hydroxides convert to the POMs.
84

 There are examples over the full pH range 

(0 – 14) where metal oxides convert to POMs and thus the former are less stable 

thermodynamically than the latter: at pH 14, the oxide Nb2O5 converts fully to the POM, 

[Nb6O19]
8-

,
85

 and at pH 0, many metal oxides will dissolve and form POMs.
86,87

 Thus a 

POM system is ideal for the rigorous analysis presented in this paper as it is likely that 

some other species besides the initial POM will exist in solution. It has been well 

established that Co4PPOM is hydrolytically unstable above pH 7.5-8.0 in NaPi.
68-70

 As a 

consequence seven control experiments were conducted in HG demonstrating that the 

catalytic water oxidation derives form Co4PPOM and not from Co
2+

(aq) or metal oxide 

CoOx as elaborated above. The present work further affirms that despite some 

decomposition, Co4PPOM is absolutely the dominant species in solution under HG 

conditions, including the time scale of the reactions.
65

 Experiments reproduced by 

others,
88

 involve the chelation of Co
2+

(aq) leading to quantitative formation of 
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[Co(bpy)3]
2+

, where bpy = 2,2’-bipyridine ((logβ3 = 16.02
76

) and complete suppression of 

CoOx formation provided strong evidence that Co
2+

(aq) is not the WOC under the HG 

conditions.
65

  

 

3.4.2 Analysis of previous Co4PPOM studies  

A series of studies examining the same catalyst, Co4PPOM arrive at apparently 

different conclusions. The first of these studies by Hill reported homogeneous water 

oxidation activity of the compound in both dark
65

 and light-driven
80

 systems, and 

provided seven lines of evidence for a soluble catalyst under their conditions (these and 

all relevant conditions listed in Table 3-1). Since then, several other groups have 

analyzed these works,
48,56,58,89-97

 reported additional stability studies,
69,70

 or used 

Co4PPOM for water oxidation.
88,91

 Thus further analysis of this catalyst and the various 

systems it has been reported in were required. 

A subsequent publication, SF, demonstrated convincingly that Co4PPOM, in an 

electrochemical system, decomposes into a heterogeneous Co-containing film responsible 

for the water oxidation activity.
75

 However, these were electrocatalytic, rather than 

homogeneous chemically driven experiments. This difference, coupled with a 156-fold 

higher Co4PPOM concentration and longer aging times, are most likely key factors that 

lead to formation of CoOx in catalytically significant quantities. Additionally, it was 

observed that Co4PPOM aged in sodium phosphate buffer decomposes to release 

Co
2+

(aq) in amounts that quantitatively account for all of the observed water oxidation 

activity within the standard error.  As stated in SF, the conditions used in the SF and HG 

studies differ and conclusions from one work might not apply to the other.
75

 While all the 
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catalytic water oxidation studies by Co4PPOM and other multi-cobalt POM WOCs,
88,98

 

use NaPi or NaBi buffers, the most detailed thermodynamic hydrolytic (speciation) 

studies use either no buffer
70

 or HEPES, PIPES and CAPS buffers.
69

 Potential confusion 

in catalytic water oxidation by POMs very often arises from neglecting the specific 

effects of the buffer molecules on both POM speciation in water and POM-catalyzed 

water oxidation. Both the buffer and the buffer concentration must be kept relatively 

constant in POM studies if meaningful comparisons are to be made, particularly near the 

pH where the POM becomes hydrolytically unstable with respect to metal oxide. As 

discussed above, the equilibria involving a POM, soluble hydrated metal cations, and 

metal oxides, is dependent on concentrations of all soluble species present in the 

equilibrium, and these are frequently perturbed by the buffer.
69

 The SF study brought this 

home in the case of Co4PPOM, by showing that at a concentration of 500 µM, the 

absorbance at 580 nm (λmax) in pH 8.0 NaPi decreases by about 5 % over 3 h. In NaBi, we 

observe a decrease of 1.7 % over 16 h in agreement with SF (Figure 3-5), and as 

described above, it was also found that in either buffer the concentration of Coapp under 

photocatalytic conditions is extremely small. Thus, while it has been shown that 

Co4PPOM releases some Coapp, these sub-micromolar quantities of Co species formed 

by Co4PPOM equilibria cannot account for the O2 yields observed.  

A third publication, SSB, examined this system by nanosecond flash photolysis 

detailing that Co
2+

(aq) was not involved in the catalysis either as a catalyst or as a 

precursor to CoOx. These nanosecond flash photolysis experiments dictate that quite 

different experimental conditions ([Ru(bpy)3]
2+

: Co4PPOM = 1:1
83,99

) than those of HG 

([Ru(bpy)3]
n+

: Co4PPOM = 470:1
65

 or 200:1
80

) are used (Table 3-1). Under these  
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Figure 3-16. Stopped flow mixing of 80 mM sodium phosphate buffer at pH 8.0 (final 

concentration 40 mM), and 1000 µM Co4PPOM in water (final concentration 500 µM) at 

25 °C. Teal, initial spectrum; black dashed, after 10 minutes. 

 

conditions, it was reported that scavenging of the photo-generated [Ru(bpy)3]
3+

 (or hole 

scavenging) by Co4PPOM in NaPi buffer increases with aging time (rapidly in the first 1-

8 minutes and continuing to 90 min) of Co4PPOM solutions. From this experiment it was 

concluded that Co4PPOM is not the true WOC and that no CoOx forms under these water 

oxidation conditions, therefore another decomposition product of Co4PPOM must be the 

active catalyst. Certainly it appears that a new species must form, but our stopped flow 

data show that there is no significant change in the UV-vis spectra of Co4PPOM in NaPi 

buffer from 2 s to 8 minutes (Figure 3-16). Thus, the effect of Co4PPOM aging seen by 

SSB is too fast to be the process observed in this work or SF. Additionally almost no 

effect of aging Co4PPOM in NaBi buffer was observed up to 22 h in SSB.
83

 If the 

hypothesis in SSB (i.e. some Co4PPOM decomposition product and not Co4PPOM itself 

is the actual WOC) is correct, then one should see higher O2 yields in NaPi buffer than in 

NaBi buffer, unless the decomposition products exhibit drastically different activity in the 
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two buffers. However, the exact opposite trend is observed experimentally: water 

oxidation activity in the presence of 2 µM Co4PPOM is threefold higher in NaBi buffer 

than that in NaPi buffer (Figure 3-9 and entries 2-3, 6-7 in Table 3-4). 

This study in SSB did not actually involve measuring water oxidation (O2 

evolution).  New experimental evidence in this work comparing O2 formation under SSB 

and HG conditions show that there is no effect within experimental error of Co4PPOM 

solution aging on catalytic water oxidation activity (entries 6-9 in Table 3-4, black and 

grey curves in Figure 3-17). As noted above, the possible decomposition products 

proposed by SSB
100

 could not account for observed catalytic activity in the amounts they 

are produced. Interestingly, it is reported here that the O2 yield under SSB experimental 

conditions is negligible with approximately 96 % decrease in O2 yield from HG to SSB 

conditions, and is independent of aging time (entries 2, 8-9 in Table 2 and Figure 3-17). 

Thus, the conditions required for nanosecond flash photolysis cannot accurately probe 

those required for successful catalytic water oxidation. As a possible explanation, we 

reproducibly see an increase in carbon monoxide from bpy ligand oxidation under SSB 

conditions by gas chromatography, indicating that the bleach recovery observed by SSB 

is not solely from the hole-scavenging process, i.e. oxidation of Co4PPOM (left panel in 

Figure 3-14). The UV-Vis spectra show that the photosensitizer, [Ru(bpy)3]
2+

, has been 

almost completely degraded after 11 minutes of irradiation (right panel in Figure 3-14).  

It was also reported that [Ru(bpy)3]
3+

 does not have sufficient potential to oxidize 

Co4PPOM, or to promote water oxidation catalyzed by Co4PPOM, thus Co4PPOM 

itself could not be the active catalyst. Electrochemical studies in SSB show an increase in 

anodic current at ca. 1.3 V (vs. Ag/AgCl) with aging time, data similar to that of SF and 
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their later work.
67

 However, the electrochemical work in SF and HG makes a strong case 

that the catalytic current observed at ca. 1.1 V results from CoOx films, not from 

Co4PPOM. Recently, Finke also explored the electrochemical activity of 2.5 µM 

Co4PPOM at 1.4 V but concluded that the observed O2 evolution could not be 

distinguished as originating from either Co4PPOM or decomposition products.
67

 

Compounding the difficulty in electrochemical studies of Co4PPOM, as shown by HG, 

SF and others
101

 is that the cobalt-based redox processes in molecular Co4PPOM are 

voltammetrically silent in aqueous media.
102

 As such, the driving forces for redox 

processes involving [Ru(bpy)3]
3+

 and other soluble species in Co4PPOM -catalyzed 

water oxidation studies conditions, are not accessible by voltammetry and remain 

unknown.  

  

Figure 3-17. Kinetics of light-driven catalytic O2 evolution as function of buffer and 

reactant concentration ratio. Conditions: and 5.0 mM Na2S2O8. With 1.0 mM 

[Ru(bpy)3]Cl2, 2.0 μM Co4PPOM in 80 mM NaBi (teal) or 80 mM NaPi (pink), and 50 

μM [Ru(bpy)3]Cl2, 50 µM Co4PPOM, 80 mM NaPi fresh solution (black) and aged for 3 

h (blue) all pH = 8.0. Note: black and grey curves are obtained under the SSB conditions.  
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3.5 Conclusions 

It is frequently challenging to determine whether a given complex or material acts 

as a heterogeneous or homogeneous catalyst, particularly under oxidizing conditions 

where POMs and metal oxides are frequently the thermodynamic products. The situation 

is further complicated when possible catalyst decomposition products are soluble species 

and known catalysts. Pinpointing all species that may result due to dissociation or other 

decomposition of a dissolved WOC can be problematical. Based on conflicting reports in 

the literature, and the nature of POM systems, the WOC Co4PPOM was chosen as an 

ideal system for rigorous study using new techniques to determine the nature of the 

catalytically active species, and to quantify decomposition products. Supplementing the 

techniques reported in the initial HG study, several additional experiments are reported 

here that distinguish homogeneous WOCs, from their corresponding WOC hydrolysis 

products (Co
2+

(aq) and CoOx in this case). Some of these experiments are of general use 

in distinguishing these three types of WOCs. A new procedure entails extracting the 

catalyst from the aqueous phase where water oxidation takes place with a hydrophobic 

organic solvent containing a hydrophobic quaternary ammonium cation, THpA, in 

toluene. POMs are extracted quantitatively from the water into toluene; whereas, 

hydrated metal cations and metal oxides are not extracted at all. This procedure clearly 

distinguishes the initial catalyst from its possible hydrolysis products.  

The amount of Coapp present in a range of experiments involving Co4PPOM was 

quantified at micromolar concentrations using two complementary techniques, cathodic 

adsorptive stripping voltammetry and THpA
+
/toluene extraction followed by ICP-MS. 

Both techniques found the amount of Coapp to be 0.07 ± 0.01 μM under catalytic 
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conditions with 2 µM Co4PPOM. Control experiments show that this amount of Coapp, 

approximated by Co(NO3)2, results in a negligible increase either in catalytic reduction of 

[Ru(bpy)3]
3+

 (dark reactions) or O2 production (light-driven reactions). Thus the amount 

of Coapp or CoOx formed from Co4PPOM, cannot account for the observed O2 yields.  

While the POM-metal oxide equilibrium can lie on the side of POM or the metal 

oxide, for all the studies of Co4PPOM as a WOC thus far (basic buffered aqueous 

solutions), this POM is thermodynamically unstable towards hydrolysis. As a 

consequence, we have systematically examined the kinetic stability (specifically Co
2+

 

(aq) loss from Co4PPOM and CoOx particle formation) as a function of time and the four 

main variables that also impact thermodynamic stability (pH, ionic strength, buffer, and 

buffer concentration). In addition, the WOC activity was assessed by altering the above 

four variables over a wide range, including the experimental conditions in HG, SF and 

SSB. These collective studies establish the crucial role of these four variables in POM 

stability and reactivity. More importantly, the nature of the oxidation: a soluble oxidant 

versus applied potential (electrochemical) is paramount in addressing stability. A central 

corollary here is that catalytic studies of molecular species, especially POM WOCs, 

under one set of experimental conditions should be compared only with extreme caution, 

if at all, to those under other conditions.  
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4.1 Introduction 

Experimental design of apparatuses to quantify the performance of water 

oxidation catalysts (WOCs) can be challenging as with the multi-variable optimization 

detailed in Chapter 2. As another experimental difficulty, the product requiring 

quantification (O2) is abundant in air. Apparatuses widely vary between groups in this 

field, meaning that there is no clear best method, and each laboratory set-up has its 

limitations which can result in systematic errors. These apparatuses are also limited by 

what type of information they are able to collect; systems designed to quantify O2 

production do not allow for the monitoring of sacrificial oxidant consumption and vice-

versa. By virtue of the experimental design, simultaneous monitoring of O2 formation and 

oxidant consumption has not been easy. Most kinetic data for WOC systems are the result 

of experiments and experimental setups separate from the actual reactions where oxygen 

is quantified. Early work in this field involved mixing the WOC in solution with a 

sacrificial oxidant in submerged vessels by cannula transfer and monitoring O2 final yield 

by sampling of the reaction vessel headspace with GC, whereas sacrificial oxidant 

consumption kinetics were obtained using a stopped-flow apparatus. Other groups have 

reported evaluating WOCs by a variety of mixing methods, including injecting solutions 

into one another by pipette or syringe.
1-14

  Heavily linked to the experimental design is 

the O2 detection method, which also varies from group to group as each one has inherent 

strengths and weaknesses. Here a new experimental design that takes advantage of 

detection method strengths while avoiding the weaknesses in the pursuit of a more 

accurate mechanistic understanding of WOCs is reported. 
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A reaction mechanism is a working hypothesis based on experimental results that 

is used to predict a rate law. However, if a mechanism agrees with the experimental 

results, this does not mean that the mechanism is correct. Different reaction mechanisms 

can result in the same rate law with respect to one or more of the reactants. However, the 

number of possible mechanisms can be restricted and ideally reduced to just one by 

comprehensive kinetic studies. Complicating the process, the concentrations of reagents 

are not measured directly in most cases; therefore a correct interpretation of raw kinetic 

data is imperative. The new experimental design reported here is utilized to describe the 

interpretation of kinetic data for the reaction of catalytic water oxidation by the most 

commonly used stoichiometric oxidant, [Ru(bpy)3]
3+

. This new method of following 

WOC reactions has been used to evaluate several catalysts.
15, 16

 These reactions are 

relatively fast at neutral pH values (typical time scales are seconds) and the determination 

of both O2 evolution and [Ru(bpy)3]
3+

 consumption for the same reaction at the same 

time is reported. The ability to follow both reactant and product O2 with time on short 

timescales is unprecedented. Additional problems arise with quantification of 

[Ru(bpy)3]
3+ 

concentration by UV-vis spectrophotometry including the formation of 

precipitate involving the WOC are addressed below as well.  

 

4.2 Experimental materials and methods   

4.2.1 Synthesis 

  [Ru(bpy)3]Cl2, sodium persulfate, Co(NO3)2∙6H2O, and all other reagents were 

obtained from commercial sources. [Ru(bpy)3]Cl2
 
was recrystallized prior to use as 

detailed in Chapter 2. [Ru(bpy)3](ClO4)3, Na10[Co4(H2O)2(PW9O34)2] (Co4PPOM),
13
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and Rb8K2[(Ru4O4(OH)2(H2O)4)(γ-SiW10O36)2] (Ru4SiPOM)
11

 were prepared as 

previously described in Chapter 2. Na10[Co4(H2O)2(VW9O34)2] (Co4VPOM) and 

K10H2[Ni5(OH)6(OH2)3(SiW9O33)2] (Ni5SiPOM) were prepared as reported elsewhere.  

 

4.2.2 Instruments 

 Water oxidation with [Ru(bpy)3]
3+

 was performed using a Hi-Tech KinetAsyst Stopped 

Flow SF-61SX2 instrument equipped with a diode array detector operating in wavelength 

range 400-700 nm. In a typical experiment one of the syringes was filled with a 

Ru(bpy)3
3+

 solution, and the other with a buffered solution of WOC. The consumption of 

Ru(bpy)3
3+

 was followed by a decrease in absorbance at 670 nm (ε670 = 420 M
-1

 cm
-1

) 

with optical path length l = 10 mm. Detailed analysis of kinetic data was performed using 

both Copasi 4.7 (Build 34).
17

 

 

4.2.3 Fast mixing system 

Quantification of O2 was performed using A Hi-Tech Scientific SF-61SX2 mixing 

apparatus. Stock solutions at twice the desired final concentrations were deareated with 

Ar in round bottom flasks before being injected into the mixer with 1010 TLL Gastight 

Hamilton syringes. One of the feeding syringes was filled with a [Ru(bpy)3]
3+

 solution 

and the other with a freshly prepared solution of WOC in buffer. The mixing apparatus 

was connected with PEEK tubing to an Ocean Optics FOXY-FLOW-CELL fitted with an 

oxygen probe. All joints were sealed with Teflon tape and DAP BLUESTIK adhesive 

putty. Oxygen measurements were made using an Ocean Optics Neofox Phase 

Measurement System with a FOXY-R probe and FOXY-AF-MG coating. The probe was 
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calibrated using a two point curve (0 and 20.9%). Repeated shots were performed until 

the oxygen reading was constant for three shots. The mixer is then purged with deaerated 

water before the procedure is repeated at least twice more. 

 

4.2.4 Continuous-flow system 

The continuous-flow system is pictured in Scheme 4-1. Separate solutions of 

[Ru(bpy)3]
3+

 in dilute HCl and WOC in buffer were deaerated with Ar in 50 mL vials 

which feed directly into separate 5 mL syringe pumps. The syringe pumps were 

controlled with FIA Labs software allowing for movement of the valve and adjusting 

flow speed, and are connected reservoirs of Ar deaerated solution. At the beginning of a 

run, 5 mL of the solutions were drawn into the syringes and simultaneously pumped into 

a Y-joint where they are quickly mixed. A similar fast mixing procedure has been 

reported.
18

 The mixed solution then flowed through a length of PEEK tubing, which is 

proportional to the reaction time. The reacted solution then flowed through a Z-cell with 

1 cm path-length and optical glass windows. Fiber optics were attached to the cell and 

run to an Ocean Optics UV-vis 2000+ and a LS-1 tungsten lamp respectively. The 

solution then passed through a short length of tubing to a T-cell with a FOXY-R oxygen 

sensing probe and finally to waste. All joints were sealed with Teflon tape and DAP 

BLUESTIK adhesive putty. 
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Scheme 4-1. Continuous flow system comprising (from left to right) two syringe pumps 

with variable pump volume (out of picture), a Y-mixing joint (red), variable loop of 

PEEK tubing (orange), a Z-cell with optical glass windows connected to fiber optics 

(yellow) connected to a tungsten lamp and Ocean Optics UV-vis (blue), and Ocean 

Optics FOXY optical oxygen probe in a T-cell (green). Teflon tape and DAP Blue Stik 

adhesive putty used to seal joints (violet). 

 

4.3 Results and discussion 

First, the importance of fast mixing of stock solutions for a reliable determination 

of O2 yield for the processes with a reaction time shorter than 1-3 s are discussed. A 

reliable technique for fast-mixing was applied to analyze the WOCs Co4VPOM and 

Ni5SiPOM.
15, 16

 Second, a continuous flow technique to follow the kinetics of O2 

formations for the fast water oxidation reactions is described. Under minimally optimized 

conditions a resolution shorter than 2 s was achieved. Finally, typical problems in 

interpretation of raw kinetic data are discussed.  

 

4.3.1 Fast mixing of solutions  

Catalytic WOC reactions can be quite fast, especially at basic pH values. For 

example, when [Ru(bpy)3]
3+

 is the stoichiometric oxidant, consumption of [Ru(bpy)3]
3+

 > 
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20% is achieved in less than 2 s when Co4PPOM is used under conditions in Figure 4-1. 

Therefore, fast and thorough mixing of stock solutions is required to achieve a 

homogeneous solution on a timescale short enough to allow for accurate kinetic 

measurements.  Commonly, one solution is simply injected into another without special 

care for fast or uniform mixing.
1-14

 In these cases high local concentrations of reagents 

cannot be avoided due to inadequate mixing.  Under previous stoichiometric oxidant 

procedure the injection lasts at least 0.5 s, necessitated to avoid contamination by air. 

After injection an uneven distribution of color is clearly visible for a short time (the 

mixing time is estimated to be about 1 s).
13

 This is a problem that has plagued the water 

oxidation literature.  

In our recent work at elevated pH, we use a fast mixing unit from a stopped flow 

instrument with a mixing time of about 1 ms to ensure fast and consistent mixing.
15

 The 

feeding syringes are filled with deaerated stock solutions, and are pumped through a 

stopped-flow mixer to a holding chamber where they are stored until the reaction is 

complete. The mixed solution then flows through a T-joint with O2 sensor (the same as 

that used in the continuous flow set up below). This requires approximately 10-15 shots 

to obtain a stable reading.  

As reported in other work, a CY of 0.59 is reported when 2 µM Co4VPOM is 

used as a WOC under conditions listed within.
16

 The reported CY was calculated as in 

Chapter 2, Equation 2-4 and based on the reaction in Equation 2-2 which is a function 

of the sacrificial electron acceptor Na2S2O8. This is in good agreement with the yield 

obtained from the fast mixing system under identical conditions by Equation 2-8 which 

is based on the reaction in Equation 2-1 and is a function of the sacrificial oxidant 
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[Ru(bpy)3]
3+

. The value was obtained to be 0.62 with a difference between the two values 

of 4.2 % suggesting good agreement. Conditions: 1.0 mM [Ru(bpy)3]
3+

, 80 mM sodium 

borate buffer at pH 9.0, 298 K. These equations are reproduced below for convenience.  

 

4 [Ru(bpy) 3]
3+ + 2 H2O 

ϕc,𝐂𝐨𝟒𝐏𝐏𝐎𝐌
→         4 [Ru(bpy) 3]

2+ + O2 + 4 H
+  (2-1) 

2 S2O8
2− + 2 H2O + 2 hυ 

ΦCY,ΦQY
→       4 SO4

2− + O2 + 4 H
+    (2-2) 

Φ𝐶𝑌 = 2
[O2]𝑓

[Na2S2O8]0
         (2-4)  

Yield =  
4[O2]f

[Ru(bpy)3]3+0
          (2-8) 

 

This same technique was used to analyze the compound Ni5SiPOM, however in 

this case it was used only to confirm the production of O2 from the dark conditions 

(Equation 2-1) as a yield of only 5% was reported in the light-driven system. 

 

 

4.3.2 Measurements of O2 concentration 

Measurements of O2 formation in the present study were obtained with a 

luminescent oxygen sensor. Optical oxygen sensors do not consume oxygen, do not 

require frequent calibration and are convenient to use. They function via the quenching of 

a luminescent species by triplet oxygen, thus the presence of [Ru(bpy)3]
2+

 in solutions 

gives a false positive due to spectral overlap. Therefore the probe is coated to prevent 

light leaking which has the negative effect of increasing the response time to about 30 

seconds. Since no head space is present in the setups described here, we did not need to 
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consider the mole fraction of O2 in the gas phase. The calibrations of the optical probes 

are stable regardless of media, stirring speed and other variable experimental 

conditions.
19-21

 Despite their wide usage in the literature,
3, 4, 8, 19

 Clark style electrodes 

have known disadvantages.
4, 8, 19, 21, 22

 They consume oxygen, and therefore their signal is 

proportional to the rate of O2 diffusion past the oxygen permeable membrane, through the 

electrolyte solution and to the electrodes where O2 is reduced to OH
-
. As a result, the 

signal depends on multiple factors including the stirring speed, hydrodynamics of the 

sensor geometry, and is prone to drift from surface contamination and change in the 

alkalinity of the electrolyte over time.
23

 Thus, the calibration should be done under 

exactly the same conditions over the narrow range of O2 concentrations. Micro electrodes 

can be used to obtain faster response time, at the expense of lower measured currents, and 

still have a response time of 2-3 seconds. One shared disadvantage of both approaches is 

that they are temperature dependent, and when only small amounts of O2 are produced, 

control of the temperature is critical. Gas chromatographic analysis of the reactor head 

space remains the ultimate technique to confirm the presence of O2 and to quantify the 

amount of oxygen leaked from air into the reactor, but again, the response time of this 

technique is too slow for monitoring kinetics. Finally, it is worth mentioning that 

manometric measurements of O2 formation seem to be close to ideal, but in most cases 

the overall yield of O2 is too small to detect the change in gas pressure. Here we employ 

the Ocean Optics optical luminescent oxygen sensor, FOXY probe. 
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4.3.3 Continuous-flow system  

Monitoring of the fast kinetics of both O2 yield and consumption of oxidant 

remains an experimental challenge. Here we employ the Ocean Optics luminescent 

optical oxygen sensor and for O2 measurements and UV-vis spectroscopy to follow the 

consumption as a decrease of absorbance at 670 nm. For the continuous flow system 

described in this work, the reaction time is the ratio of the loop volume (orange square in 

Scheme 4-1) and the flow rate, Equation 4-1. 

 

 Reaction Time (s) =
Volume (μL)

Flow Rate (
μL

s
)
       (4-1) 

 

The desired reaction time can be achieved by varying the flow rate and the loop 

volume. For the pictured configuration the shortest reaction time achievable is 0.75 s and 

the variable flow rate of the pumps allows for two orders of magnitude change in reaction 

time. Because the two pumps contain a total of 10 mL of solution, the O2 probe and UV-

Vis are able to continuously observe the reaction time of 0.75 s continuously for 10 s. 

While this is still slightly faster than the response time of the coated optical probe, 

multiple experiments can be run in immediate succession, thus eliminating any concerns 

regarding the response time of the FOXY probe.  

Furthermore, the continuous flow system presented here is able to collect both O2 

kinetic data, and [Ru(bpy)3]
3+

 consumption kinetics for the same reaction at the same 

time. Previous studies were limited to examining the reactions at similar conditions but 

variation in mixing time and method persisted, limiting quantitative comparison. All 

experimental details of the two methods of measurement in the continuous flow system 
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are identical, however there exists a slight delay that is proportional to flow rate between 

the UV-vis measurement and the FOXY probe. This delay effectively makes the reaction 

time observed by the FOXY probe slightly longer than the UV-vis. While the length of 

tubing connecting these two sensors is short (Scheme 4-1) it does produce a modest delay 

of at most approximately 1.8 s for the slowest flow rates which, in this case, is about 2% 

of the total reaction time.  

 

4.3.4 System validation 

 A validation of the continuous-flow system was conducted to ensure that results 

obtained with this system are applicable to kinetic data collected by traditional stopped-

flow technique. The continuous-flow technique was performed as described above. Here 

Ru4SiPOM, was employed as the catalyst. The configuration of the continuous-flow 

system utilized an 164 cm length of PEEK tubing where the reaction is carried out 

(orange box, Scheme 4-1) with an internal area of 4.56 x 10
3
 cm

2
 and thus a volume of 

0.75 mL. The individual pump speeds were varied from 500 to 10 µL/s which when using 

two pumps produces double the flow rate. In this configuration, these flow rates 

correspond to reaction times from 1.5 to 75 s respectively. The full UV-Vis spectra of 

these separate runs from the continuous flow system are presented in Figure 4-1. The 

absorbance of each run at 670 nm plotted as a function of the reaction time was compared 

to a reaction under the same conditions collected by traditional stopped-flow technique in 

Figure 4-2. Visual comparison of results from the two techniques suggests good 

agreement between them. 
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Figure 4-1. UV-Vis spectra from continuous-flow system. Final flow rates are 1000 

(red), 500 (orange), 200 (yellow), 100 (green), 50 (blue), and 20 (purple) µL/s. Data 

points highlighted at 670 nm. Conditions: 1 mM [Ru(bpy)3]
3+

, 60 mM NaPi pH = 7.2, 5 

µM Ru4SiPOM. Control in absence of [Ru(bpy)3]
3+

 (black). 

 

 

Figure 4-2. Absorbance at 670 nm from separate runs of continuous-flow system. Final 

flow rates are 1000 (red), 500 (orange), 200 (yellow), 100 (green), 50 (blue), and 20 

(purple) µL/s. Black curve: absorbance at 670 nm with stopped-flow technique. 

Conditions in both systems: 1 mM [Ru(bpy)3]
3+

, 60 mM NaPi pH = 7.2, 5 µM 

Ru4SiPOM. 
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4.3.5 Measurements of [Ru(bpy)3]
3+

 concentration 

While it does have limitations, [Ru(bpy)3]
3+

 is a common sacrificial oxidant for 

WOC studies, the most common primary oxidant when the WOC is a POM, and even 

more so if [Ru(bpy)3]
2+

 in a light driven system is included. A table with the conditions 

of various POM WOC studies can be found in Equation 2-4 
24

 and a recent review 

examines common primary oxidants in WOC studies in general.
25

 

The spectrum of [Ru(bpy)3]
3+

 has a broad maximum at  = 670 nm with  = 420 

M
-1

cm
-1

, which makes UV-vis spectroscopy an ideal technique to study the kinetics of its 

consumption. It is often assumed that the concentration of [Ru(bpy)3]
3+

 is directly 

proportional to the absorbance at 670 nm based on Beer’s law. However, [Ru(bpy)3]
2+

 

also has a small absorbance at 670 nm (ε670 = 20 M
−1

cm
−1

) which can become substantial 

in high concentrations.  Decomposition products of [Ru(bpy)3]
3+

 often absorb near 670 

nm as well, exhibiting higher absorption than that of [Ru(bpy)3]
2+

.
26

  Even the WOC 

itself can also absorb light at this wavelength which is obvious when Ru4SiPOM is used, 

and while Co4PPOM has a very low molar absorptivity at this wavelength, little is 

known about the spectra of its higher oxidation states during turnover. Without 

consideration of these overlapping components, this could affect the relationship between 

[Ru(bpy)3]
3+

 and the absorbance, especially at high conversion. The initial rates 

determined as d[Ru
3+

]/dt = d(A670/l)/dt are less sensitive to the absorbance of reaction 

products. Therefore, one could expect that the reaction rate law can be determined from a 

dependence of initial rates on catalyst and [Ru(bpy)3]
3+

 concentrations. However, in 

numerous cases the initial rate cannot be determined due to unique kinetic features of a 

given WOC, as evident from the data in Figure 4-3. The initial rates for the reaction 
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catalyzed by Ru4SiPOM are very high and strongly depend on trace amounts of 

[Ru(bpy)3]
2+

 present in solution as has been previously elaborated.
27

 A similar scenario is 

operable when Co
2+

 (aq) is employed as the catalyst: there is an induction period which 

has been addressed in several recent publications.
28, 29

 No special features are seen for the 

system with Co4PPOM in Figure 4-1 (pink curve, the conditions are the same as in 

recently published paper).
10

 Thus, at short time scales it is quite clear that the kinetic 

curve cannot be approximated by a straight line. Only the fitting of whole kinetic curves 

“A670 vs. time” could provide valuable information on kinetics of [Ru(bpy)3]
3+

 

consumption.  

 

 

Figure 4-3. Kinetic curves of decrease in absorbance at 670 nm obtained by stopped-flow 

technique. Conditions: 25 ºC, 1.0 mM [Ru(bpy)3]
3+

, 40 mM NaPi, pH = 8.0, no catalyst 

(black), 3 µM Ru4SiPOM (blue), 3 µM Co4PPOM (pink) and 5 µM Co(NO3)2 (teal). 

 

Recently Stracke and Finke collected the kinetics of both [Ru(bpy)3]
3+

 

consumption (absorbance at 675 nm) and O2 formation (by a custom made Clark 

microelectrode) for the reaction of water oxidation by [Ru(bpy)3]
3+

 in 30 mM phosphate 

buffer (pH 6.5-7.8) catalyzed by Co4PPOM.
10

 The reaction rate law was determined 
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based on measurement of initial reaction rates. The stock solutions were mixed by pipette 

injection, and the absorbance was measured each second using a diode-array UV-vis 

spectrophotometer. The initial rate was measured at ~10% conversion typically within the 

first 10 s. Our measurements under the same standard experimental conditions but using a 

stopped flow technique revealed that the initial part of the kinetic curves cannot be 

approximated by a straight line, Figure 4-4. The reaction within the initial 3 s is almost 

twice as fast as the rate determined in the time range 3-10 s. This seems to also be true 

under other experimental conditions. In the procedure described by Stracke and Finke the 

kinetic measurements most likely start 2-3 seconds after the beginning of the reaction. 

Consequently, instrumental limitations only permitted measurements after this amount of 

time. The beginning of the kinetic curve might be due to an establishment of steady state 

conditions.  

 

Figure 4-4. Kinetic curves of decrease in absorbance at 670 nm obtained by stopped-flow 

technique. Conditions: 25 ºC, 0.5 mM [Ru(bpy)3]
3+

, 0.1 mM [Ru(bpy)3]
2+

, 30 mM NaPi, 

pH = 7.2 without catalyst (black) and with 1.0 µM Co4PPOM 1-3 seconds (teal) 3-10 

seconds (pink). The solution of Ru
3+

/Ru
2+

 (pH~3) was mixed with the solution of the 

catalyst in buffer. 
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4.3.6 The effect of precipitation on the reaction kinetics 

Previously, it was reported that an initially homogeneous mixture of [Ru(bpy)3]
3+

 

with Co4PPOM became cloudy before reaction completion.
13

 Such behavior indicates 

that the solubility of the POM complex with [Ru(bpy)3]
2+

 is lower than that with 

[Ru(bpy)3]
3+

. This property has been used to precipitate POM complexes from solution 

by adding more [Ru(bpy)3]
2+

.
13

 Recently, the solubility constant of 

(Co4PPOM)2([Ru(bpy)3]
2+

)3 has been determined in 30 mM sodium phosphate (NaPi) 

buffer: Ksp = (8 ± 7) × 10
-25

 (M
5
).

10
 In the presence of 0.5-1.0 mM [Ru(bpy)3]

2+
 the 

concentration of Co4PPOM was estimated to be very low, ~ 10
-7

 M. Based on this value, 

kinetics data were analyzed assuming that Co4PPOM in solution is in equilibrium with 

the insoluble complex.
10

 However, the process of precipitation is often kinetically 

controlled and strongly dependent on ionic strength. For a relatively fast reaction, the 

post-reaction solution could be homogeneous but supersaturated. Under such conditions, 

the low solubility of the reaction products might not affect the reaction kinetics. 

Experimentally, precipitation is visible as an increase of background absorbance in UV-

vis spectra due to light scattering. Here, we confirm that the reaction kinetics followed by 

absorbance at 670 nm strongly depend on the sequence of reagent mixing. This effect is 

best seen at higher catalyst concentration and is shown in Figure 4-5. In this experiment, 

one feeding syringe was filled with fresh [Ru(bpy)3]
3+

 solution and the second one with 

Co4PPOM premixed with [Ru(bpy)3]
2+

 in phosphate buffer. The second solution was 

aged about 4 hours before reaction. Both the initial and final absorbencies are 

significantly higher when catalyst was used (teal dashed line) than in the uncatalyzed 
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reaction (black line). When both [Ru(bpy)3]
3+

 and [Ru(bpy)3]
2+

 were in the first feeding 

syringe, and Co4PPOM was not premixed with [Ru(bpy)3]
2+

, the rate of precipitation was 

slower than the reaction, and no significant increase in background absorbance was 

detected (teal black line). Thus, a correct design of the experiment minimizes the effect of 

low product solubility. In some systems catalyst decomposition may result in formation 

of catalytically active nanoparticles which may visually appear homogeneous. 

Developing methods for differentiating between homogeneous and heterogeneous 

catalysts formed during a reaction is an ongoing concern in the field of homogeneous 

catalysis,
30-32

 and was recently described for this specific system.
10, 29, 33, 34

  

 

 

Figure 4-5. Kinetic curves of decrease in absorbance at 670 nm obtained by stopped-flow 

technique. Conditions: 25 ºC, 0.4 mM [Ru(bpy)3]
3+

, 0.1 mM [Ru(bpy)3]
2+

, 30 mM NaPi, 

pH = 7.2 without catalyst (black) and with 3.0 µM Co4PPOM (teal and pink lines). The 

solution of [Ru(bpy)3]
3+

 (pH~3) was mixed with the solution of Co4PPOM and 

[Ru(bpy)3]
2+

 in buffer aged 4 hours (dashed teal). The solution of [Ru(bpy)3]
3+

 and 

[Ru(bpy)3]
2+

 (pH~3) was mixed with the solution of Co4PPOM in buffer aged 5-15 min 

(solid teal). Co4PPOM added to [Ru(bpy)3]
3+

 with no initial [Ru(bpy)3]
2+

 (dotted pink). 
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4.3.7 Simplified reaction mechanism 

In order to precisely describe the experimental kinetics data, a reaction 

mechanism may include numerous steps. Some of them are kinetically insignificant but 

required to maintain a reaction stoichiometry, charge balance, etc. As a general rule the 

number of steps in a mechanism should be minimal. Some reactions in a mechanism are 

not necessarily elementary and may proceed in several simpler steps, however, these are 

very fast and are described by apparent reaction rate constants. 

In stoichiometric water oxidation, [Ru(bpy)3]
3+

 is a commonly used oxidant with 

a standard oxidation potential 1.21 V (NHE).
25, 35

 It is relatively stable under acidic 

conditions, but in neutral and basic conditions [Ru(bpy)3]
3+

 undergoes self-

decomposition, with the rate dependent on pH and the nature and concentration of buffer, 

as shown in Equation 4-2. The decay kinetics are first order and the rate constant k2 is 

0.0014 s
-1

 in Na2SiF6-Na2B4O7 at pH ca 5.5,
36

 0.02 and 0.05 s
-1

 in borate buffer at pH 8 

and 9, respectively.
37, 38

 This is for a generic reaction (Equation 4-2) where one or more 

of the bpy ligands are oxidized one or more times; some of the bpy ligand is fully 

oxidized to CO2, however, the products are largely [Ru(bpy)3]
2+

 with the yield up to 98% 

based on initial [Ru(bpy)3]
3+

. Sutin et al. have identified at least eight separate products 

in previous work.
26

 Despite this previous work, little is known about the importance of 

these reactions and the rates relative to water oxidation.  

 

Ru3+
𝑘2
→products        (4-2) 
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Where Ru
3+

 is [Ru(bpy)3]
3+

, and Ru
2+

 is [Ru(bpy)3]
2+

. In the presence of WOC 

four oxidative equivalents of Ru
3+

 are used to oxidize water in Equation 4-3.  

 

4 Ru3+ + 2 H2O 
𝑘3
→  4 Ru2+ + O2  + 4 H

+     (4-3) 

 

The simplified mechanism of catalytic water oxidation is given in Eqs 4-8: 

 

Ru3+ +  cat(0)  
𝑘4
→ Ru2+ +  cat(1)      (4-4) 

Ru3+ +  cat(1)  
𝑘5
→  Ru2+ +  cat(2)      (4-5) 

Ru3+ +  cat(2)  
𝑘6
→ Ru2+ +  cat(3)      (4-6) 

Ru3+ +  cat(3) 
𝑘7
⇌
𝑘−7

 Ru2+ +  cat(4)      (4-7) 

cat(4) + 2 H2O 
𝑘8
→   cat(0)  + O2  +   4 H

+     (4-8) 

 

where “i” in cat(i) is the number of electrons removed from the resting oxidation 

state of a catalyst. The first three reactions are assumed to be fast and the [cat(0)], 

[cat(1)], [cat(2)], [cat(3)], [cat(4)] to be steady state. Under these assumptions, and taking 

into account the mass balance for total catalyst concentration [cat], the rate law of 

[Ru(bpy)3]
3+

 consumption is in Equation 4-9, for which a detailed derivation is provided 

(see Appendix A): 

 

−d[Ru3+]

dt
= k2[Ru

3+]  + 
4k8k7[Ru

3+][cat]

(k7[Ru3+ ]+ k−7[Ru2+] + k8)
         (4-9) 
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For illustration purposes we simplify Equation 4-9. If k7 [Ru
3+

] + k-7[Ru
2+

] << k8 

then the reaction in Equation 4-7 is the rate limiting step and the reaction rate laws are 

Equations 4-10a and 4-10b: 

   

−d[Ru3+]

dt
= k2[Ru

3+]  + 4k7[Ru
3+][cat]     (4-10a) 

d[O2]

dt
= k7[Ru

3+][cat]                  (4-10b) 

 

In this case the O2 yield per consumed Ru
3+

 is Equation 11: 

 

−d[O2]

d[Ru3+]
=

k7[cat]

(k2 + 4k7[cat])
        (4-11) 

 

At high concentration of the catalyst the contribution of the reaction in Equation 

4-2 is negligible and O2 yield should be equal to (1/4) [Ru
3+

]o. However, this scenario is 

not consistent with experimental data where, as mentioned above, yields are still well 

below 100% based on [Ru
3+

]o. If instead, (k-7[Ru
2+

] + k7 [Ru
3+

]) >> k8, the reaction in 

Equation 4-7 is equilibrated, K7 = k7 /k-7, and rate laws are Equations 4-12a and 4-12b: 

 

−d[Ru3+]

dt
= k2[Ru

3+]  + 
4k8K7[Ru

3+][cat]

([Ru2+] + K7[Ru3+])
      (4-12a) 

d[O2]

dt
=

k8K7[Ru
3+][cat]

([Ru2+] + K7[Ru3+])
                 (4-12b) 

−d[O2]

d[Ru3+]
=

k8K7[cat]

(([Ru2+] + K7[Ru3+])(k2 + 4k8K7[cat]))
      (4-13) 
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Taking into account that [Ru
2+

] ≈ ([Ru
3+

]o - [Ru
3+

]), Equation 4-13 can be 

simplified to Equation 4-14, which after integration gives Equation 4-15: 

 

−d[O2]

d[Ru3+]
=

k8K7[cat]

(k2[Ru3+]o+k2 (K7 − 1)[Ru3+]+ 4k8K7[cat])
     (4-14) 

[O2]

[Ru3+]o
= 

k8K7[cat]

k2[Ru3+]o(K7−1)
ln (

K7k2[Ru
3+]

o
+ 4k8K7[cat]

(k2[Ru3+]o+k2(K7 − 1)[Ru3+]+ 4k8K7[cat])
)   (4-15) 

 

Basic analysis of Equation 4-15 reveals that O2 is strongly dependent on [cat] 

and weakly dependent on [Ru
3+

]o, which is again, not consistent with experimental data. 

This inconsistency between the kinetic model above, and experimental results indicate 

that another pathway for [Ru(bpy)3]
3+

 consumption exists and it must be the pathway of 

[Ru(bpy)3]
3+

 decomposition involving the catalyst, thus the model must be expanded to 

incorporate additional [Ru(bpy)3]
3+

 decomposition steps. Recently a similar conclusion 

has been made.
10

  

In deriving Equation 4-14 it was assumed that [Ru
2+

] ≈ [Ru
3+

]o - [Ru
3+

]. The 

yield, Y, of [Ru
2+

] per [Ru
3+

]o in Equation 4-3 in the absence of catalyst is about 95%. 

Therefore, it would be reasonable to assume that [Ru
2+

] ≈ [Ru
3+

]o - Y [Ru
3+

]. In this case 

the modified Equation 4-15 predicts that O2 yield per [Ru
3+

]o  reaches 95% at high 

catalyst concentrations. 

 

4.3.8 Selectivity of the catalyst  

At high catalyst concentration the O2 yield based on [Ru
3+

]o concentration, 

4x[O2]/[Ru
3+

]o should be 100%, but experimentally determined yields are much lower; 48 
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% for Co4PPOM as seen in Figure 4-6. A similar phenomenon was observed for 

Co4VPOM, Ni5SiPOM as reported above, and IrO2 catalyst.
36

 The lower than expected 

O2 yield can be explained by a catalytic oxidation of bpy ligand in the Ru
3+/2+

 complexes, 

which is explored in-depth by Sutin et al.
26

 For the purpose of illustration and simplicity 

we assume that the bpy ligand is oxidized solely by cat(4) as it is the strongest oxidant in 

the system (Equation 4-16), although it is possible that another oxidation state of the 

catalyst could be involved. We also considered the scenario where bpy is oxidized in the 

[Ru(bpy)3]
3+

 species, but this appeared to be inconsistent with experimental data. 

 

 

Figure 4-6. Normalized O2 yield (teal triangles) and initial rates of [Ru
3+

] consumption 

(black circles) in the reaction of water oxidation by 1.0 mM [Ru
3+

] in 80mM sodium 

borate buffer at pH 8.0. Where 4 x [O2]/[Ru
3+

]o = 0.48 ± 0.05 at 4 µM Co4PPOM. 

 

Ru2+  +  cat(4)  
𝑘16
→  [Ru(bpy′)(bpy)2]

2+  +  cat(2)    (4-16) 

 

where bpy' is a product of bpy oxidation. Such a product is more oxidizable than the 

initial bpy and therefore triggers a sequence of oxidation reactions up to CO2 formation 
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as has been quantified previously.
29

 For simplicity, these reactions can be written as 

Equation 4-17, since the identity of the products is largely unimportant here.  

 

n Ru3+  +  [Ru(bpy′)(bpy)2]
2+  

𝑘17
→  n Ru2+  +  products   (4-17) 

 

After taking into account the reactions in Equations 4-16 and 4-17 and assuming 

fast equilibration in Equation 4-6, the rate laws are in Equations 4-18a and 4-18b, and 

O2 yield in Equation 4-19: 

 

−[Ru3+]

dt
=
 K7[Ru

3+][cat] (4k8 + nk16[Ru
2+])

([Ru2+] + K7[Ru3+])
      (4-18a) 

 

d[O2]

dt
=

k8K7[Ru
3+][cat]

([Ru2+]+ K7[Ru3+])
                 (4-18b) 

 

−d[O2]

d[Ru3+]
=

1

(4 + 
nk16[Ru

2+]

k8
)
       (4-19) 

 

The validity of Equation 4-19 has been qualitatively confirmed by the data 

obtained using the continuous flow technique, Figure 4-7.  
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Figure 4-7. Kinetics of 1.2 mM [Ru(bpy)3]
3+

 consumption (pink) and 4xO2 formation 

(teal) in 60 mM NaPi at pH 7.2 in the presence of 8 M Ru4SiPOM and selectivity 

(4x[O2]/[Ru
3+

], black) collected by the continuous flow technique.   

 

Indeed, with accumulation of [Ru(bpy)3]
2+

, the ratio ∆[O2]/∆[Ru
3+

] quickly 

decreases with time. This is consistent with two competitive reactions involving cat(4); 

the desired water oxidation in Equation 4-8, and destructive [Ru(bpy)3]
2+

 ligand 

oxidation in Equation 4-16. The catalytic oxidation of bpy ligand is also observed in the 

reaction catalyzed by Co4PPOM: the final O2 is half of the theoretical value and is 

independent of catalyst concentration (Figure 4-7). However, the kinetic data do indicate 

that the same reactive intermediate is involved in both the water and ligand-oxidation 

reactions. This, in turn, means that the selectivity of the catalyst is controlled primarily by 

the relative reactivity of this intermediate in Equation 4-8 and Equation 4-16 where the 

selectivity is a function of [Ru
2+

], k16, and k8 as indicated by Equation 4-19. The initial 

rates of [Ru(bpy)3]
3+

 consumption are reproducible and do not strongly depend on traces 

of [Ru(bpy)3]
2+

 (Figure 4-3), in contrast to Ru4SiPOM. This would be consistent with 
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Equation 4-7 being the rate-limiting step. In this case the rate law should be Equation 4-

20: 

 

−d[Ru]3+

dt
= 4k7[Ru

3+][cat]        (4-20) 

 

Indeed, the initial rates are linearly proportional to [cat] (Figure 4-6), but the 

kinetics of [Ru(bpy)3]
3+

 consumption measured as the decrease of absorbance at 670 nm 

is not exponential (Figure 4-8). As discussed above this deviation from exponential 

decay could arise from increase of absorbance by reaction products.  

Since the equation describing the dependence of [Ru
3+

] versus time cannot be 

derived in this case, we performed a digital simulation using Copasi software
17

 and the 

mechanism consists only of Equations 4-4 - 4-8, and 16. The simulation demonstrated 

that the absorbance of [Ru(bpy)3]
3+

, [Ru(bpy)3]
2+

, and [Ru(bpy')(bpy)2]
2+

 should be taken 

into account to obtain an agreement with experimental data, as discussed above. The 

simulation gave 4[O2]/[Ru
3+

]  = 0.52, which is an excellent agreement with experimental 

value 0.48. The validity of the model is further demonstrated by good agreement between 

theoretical and experimental kinetic trials (Figure 4-8). The parameters for simulation are 

given in Figure 4-4. Thus, a thorough analysis of limited amount of kinetic data could 

provide solid evidence for the reaction mechanism. Note that the above reaction 

mechanism does not require taking precipitation of the catalyst into account. Inhibition of 

the reaction by [Ru(bpy)3]
2+

 is explained by the reversibility of Equation 4-7.    
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Figure 4-8. The experimental (black) and simulated kinetics of absorbance decrease at 

670 nm. Conditions: 0.85 mM Ru
3+

, 2 µM Co4PPOM, 80 mM NaBi buffer at pH 8.0, 25 

°C. Parameters used in simulation: k4 = k5 = k6 = 10
9
 M

-1
s

-1
, k7 = 10

5
 M

-1
s

-1
, k-7= 10

7
 M

-

1
s

-1
 k8 = 10

5
 s

-1
 k16 = 6x10

7
 M

-1
s

-1
, (Ru

3+
) = 420 M

-1
cm

-1
, (Ru

2+
) = 20 M

-1
cm

-1
, 

([Ru(bpy')(bpy)2]
2+

) = 50 M
-1

cm
-1

. Pink dotted line: all three extinction coefficients were 

used. Blue line: (Ru
3+

) and (Ru
2+

) were used. Teal line: only (Ru
3+

) was used. 

 

4.4 Conclusions 

 

Through our work with WOCs we have come to identify some shortcomings of 

our own experimental design and those reported in the literature. When O2 is measured 

by mixing solutions of [Ru(bpy)3]
3+

 as a stoichiometric oxidant with catalyst in buffer, 

the reaction occurs so quickly that a fast and through mixing is crucial for obtaining 

meaningful kinetic data. Furthermore, some WOCs have unique early time kinetics which 

can be obscured by slow mixing, or missed entirely. To this end we developed a system 

which meets these requirements to facilitate accurate O2 measurements that reflect the 

performance of the catalyst and the not speed of mixing. Although this does not produce 

kinetics data, the accurate final O2 yield of the dark reaction is still of great use. We have 

previously been limited by the long instrumental delay required for O2 quantification in 
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attempts to collect O2 production kinetics. Thus a second system – dubbed continuous 

flow – was constructed that by-passes the delay and allows for full kinetic measurement 

of O2 production. It also allows for the monitoring of the consumption of [Ru(bpy)3]
3+

 by 

UV-vis for same reaction at the same time. This has not been previously reported and 

nullifies concerns about uniform experimental design when the reactions are separated. 

Applying data collected from these techniques to a kinetic model which reflects several 

known side reactions has provided insight to not only the speed of the catalyst, but also 

the ratio of water oxidation to non-oxygen-producing side reactions. This metric is 

referred to herein as “selectivity”. Knowledge about selectivity is absolutely crucial when 

considering a WOC for incorporation into a device where lifetime of the system is more 

important than simply the stability of the catalyst. Finally, the kinetic model was shown 

to demonstrate good agreement with experiment in terms of kinetic profiles and O2 yields 

(compare 0.52 and 0.48 respectively for Co4PPOM and Figure 4-8).  
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Appendix A 
 

             

Derivation of Equation 4-9: 
 

 

From the text: 

 

Ru3+
𝑘2
→products        (4-2) 

 

In the presence of WOC four oxidative equivalents of Ru
3+

 are used to oxidize water in 

Equation 2-1.  

 

4 Ru3+ + 2 H2O 
𝑘3
→  4 Ru2+ + O2  + 4 H

+     (2-1) 

 

The simplified mechanism of catalytic water oxidation is given in Equations 4-4 - 4-8 

from Chapter 4: 

 

Ru3+ +  cat(0)  
𝑘4
→ Ru2+ +  cat(1)      (4-4) 

Ru3+ +  cat(1)  
𝑘5
→  Ru2+ +  cat(2)      (4-5) 

Ru3+ +  cat(2)  
𝑘6
→ Ru2+ +  cat(3)      (4-6) 

Ru3+ +  cat(3) 
𝑘7
⇌
𝑘−7

 Ru2+ +  cat(4)      (4-7) 

cat(4) + 2 H2O 
𝑘8
→   cat(0)  + O2  +   4 H

+     (4-8) 

 

where “i” in cat(i) is the number of electrons removed from the resting oxidation state of 

a catalyst. The first three reactions are assumed to be fast and the [cat(0)], [cat(1)], 

[cat(2)], [cat(3)], [cat(4)] to be steady state. Under these assumptions and taking into 

account the mass balance for total catalyst concentration [cat] the rate law of Ru
3+

 

consumption is in Equation 4-9: 

 
−d[Ru3+]

dt
= k2[Ru

3+]  + 
4k8k7[Ru

3+][cat]

(k7[Ru3+ ]+ k−7[Ru2+] + k8)
         (4-9) 
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Derivation of Equation 4-9: 

 
−d[Ru3+]

dt
=

k2[Ru
3+] + k4[Ru

3+][cat(0)] + k5[Ru
3+][cat(1)] + k6[Ru

3+][cat(2)] +
k7[Ru

3+][cat(3)]  − k−7[Ru
2+][cat(4)]      (A-1)   

  
    

  

Steady state condition with respects to cat(i): 

 

i = 1; k4[cat(0)][Ru
3+

] = k5[cat(1)][Ru
2+

]     (A-2) 

i = 2; k5[cat(1)][Ru
3+

] = k6[cat(2)][Ru
2+

]      (A-3) 

i = 3; k6[cat(2)][Ru
3+

] – k7[cat(3)][Ru
3+

] + k-7[cat(4)][Ru
2+

] = 0;   (A-4) 

i = 4; k7[cat(3)][Ru
3+

] - k-7[cat(4)][Ru
2+

] – k8[cat(4)] = 0   (A-5) 

From these equations, we obtain:   

k8[cat(4)] = k6[cat(2)][Ru
3+

], k6[cat(2)][Ru
3+

]  = k5[cat(1)][Ru
3+

] = k4[cat(0)][Ru
3+

] 

           (A-6) 

thus, 

−d[Ru3+]

dt
=

k2[Ru
3+] + k7[Ru

3+][cat(3)] − k−7[Ru
2+][cat(4)] +  3k8[Ru

3+][cat(4)]  

           (A-7) 

   

The mass balance with respect to the catalyst gives: 

[cat(0)] (1 +
k4

k5
+ 

k5

k6
) + [cat(3)] + [cat(4)] = [cat]    (A-8) 

where 

k4

k5
≈  

k5

k6
 ≈ 1         (A-9) 

Equation A-6 can be re-arranged to: 

[cat(0)] = [cat(4)] (
k8

k4[Ru3+]
)      (A-10) 
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If the reactions 4-4 through 4-6 are fast, or k8 << k4[Ru
3+

], then [cat(4)]  >> [cat(0)], 

[cat(4)] >> [cat(1)], and [cat(4) ] >> [cat(2)]. In this case the mass balance in Equation 

A-8 is simplified to: 

 

[cat(3)] = [cat] – [cat(4)]       (A-11) 

 

Inserted into Equation A-5 from above gives: 

   

k7[cat(3)][Ru
3+

] = k-7[cat(4)][Ru
2+

] + k8[cat(4)]     (A-12) 

 

k7([cat] – [cat(4)])[Ru
3+

] = k-7[cat(4)][Ru
2+

] + k8[cat(4)]    (A-13) 

 

[cat(4)] =  
k7[Ru

3+][cat]

(k7[Ru3+ ]+ k−7[Ru2+] + k8)
      (A-14) 

 

 

Inserting this into Equation A-7:  

−d[Ru3+]

dt
= k2[Ru

3+] + k7[Ru
3+]([cat] − [cat(4)]) − k−7[Ru

2+][cat(4)] +

 3k8[Ru
3+][cat(4)]         (A-15) 

 

−d[Ru3+]

dt
=

k2[Ru
3+] + k7[Ru

3+][cat] − k7[Ru
3+][cat(4)] − k−7[Ru

2+][cat(4)] +

 3k8[Ru
3+][cat(4)]         (A-16) 
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−d[Ru3+]

dt
= k2[Ru

3+] + k7[Ru
3+][cat]

− k7[Ru
3+] (

k7[Ru
3+][cat]

(k7[Ru3+ ] +  k−7[Ru2+]  +  k8)
)

− k−7[Ru
2+] (

k7[Ru
3+][cat]

(k7[Ru3+ ] +  k−7[Ru2+]  + k8)
)

+  3k8[Ru
3+] (

k7[Ru
3+][cat]

(k7[Ru3+ ] +  k−7[Ru2+]  +  k8)
) 

            

           (A-17) 

Rearrangement of Equation A-17 produces Equation A-18 (which is Equation 4-9 from 

the text): 

 

−d[Ru3+]

dt
= k2[Ru

3+] + (
4k8k7[Ru

3+][cat]

(k7[Ru3+ ]+ k−7[Ru2+] + k8)
)      (4-9) 


